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Fresh air for the residential and commercial sector
Heat reclaim ventilation and air handling applications

VAM / VKM - HEAT RECLAIM VENTILATION

DAIKIN AIR HANDLING UNIT AND ERQ/VRV PLUG & PLAY CONNECTION
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Why choose Daikin
Our promise is to ensure that your customers
can depend on Daikin for the ultimate in
comfort, so that they are free to focus on
their own working and home lives.
We promise to dedicate ourselves
to technological excellence, a design focus
and the highest quality standards
so that your customers can trust and rely
on the comfort we deliver.
Our promise to the planet is absolute.
Our products are at the forefront of low
energy consumption and we continuously
innovate to reduce the environmental
impact of HVACR solutions further.
We lead where others follow. We will
continue our global leadership in HVACR
solutions as our specialist expertise in all
market sectors combined with 90 years’
experience enable us to deliver added
value in long-lasting relationships based
on trust, respect and credibility.
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Ventilation
Fresh air for the residential
and commercial sector
Daikin commercial ventilation systems provide
outdoor fresh air, remove stale air and balance
the humidity within a building. This all helps to create
a clean and comfortable environment that enhances
the well-being of building users. Ventilation also
provides free cooling, using fresh outside air, and has
the option of heat recovery to provide the highest
levels of energy efficiency and comfort.

Supermarket

Restaurant

Technical

Public building
Industry

Office
Hotel
Store
House

Sport & Leisure
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ARGUE CARDS

Ventilation
and air purification

Why Daikin ventilation and air purification?
Fresh air is vital to our quality of life and well being. But as buildings become more airtight, fresh air circulation is much
reduced. Daikin offers a variety of ventilation, air purification and large scale air handling solutions to help provide a fresh,
healthy and comfortable environment in offices, hotels, stores and other commercial environments.

Why we need fresh air in buildings
As building regulations raise standards in the energy efficient design
of buildings, insulation levels become much higher, reducing the heating
and cooling demand in buildings.
However, stale air can remain trapped and cause:
ūū Need of oxygen
ūū Greater risk of allergies
ūū Odours lingering for longer
ūū Increased condensation causing mould

CO2 levels and ventilation rates all have significant,
independent impacts on cognitive function:
COGNITIVE FUNCTION SCORES …

+ 61%

+ 101%

IN GREEN BUILDING

IN ENHANCED

CONDITIONS

GREEN BUILDING CONDITIONS

Unique products that make the difference
in efficiency
›› Recovery of up to 80% of heat lost through ventilation, reducing running costs
›› Free night-time cooling using fresh outside air
in comfort
›› Enhances the well-being of building users by introducing fresh air and balancing humidity
›› Medium and fine dust filters (M6, F7, F8)
›› Uses heat recovered from outgoing air to warm up incoming air to comfortable levels
in installation
›› Plug & play connection of Daikin air handling units with ERQ and VRV
›› Total fresh air solution with Daikin supplying both the VAM and the electrical heater
›› Integrates seamlessly in the Daikin total solution, ensuring a single point of contact
in control
›› Connect CO2 sensors to prevent over-ventilation , while ensuring the correct amount of oxygen
›› Intelligent Touch Manager: cost-effective mini BMS integrates HRV and Daikin air handling units

Top reliability
›› Most extensive testing before new units leave the factory
›› Widest support network and after sales service
›› All spare parts available in Europe
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Benefits for installers
Daikin’s compact designs and modular assembly
deliver shorter installation time
ūū All parts are manufactured by Daikin
to work seamlessly together to ensure
guaranteed compatibility
ūū Reduced configuration and installation times
by using pre-set and factory-installed
components

Benefits for consultants
Daikin’s wide range of systems provides a total
solution concept allowing maximum flexibility
ūū From small ventilation systems
to large air handling units, we have systems
suitable for all applications
ūū Seamless integration of all Daikin components
ūū Easy integration with a Daikin or third-party BMS
ūū Tailor-made solutions to meet your client’s needs

Save energy with heat recovery
The beauty of Daikin commercial ventilation systems is that
they can use heat reclaimed from the stale air being extracted
from buildings to heat the incoming clean air to a comfortable
temperature. This reduces the load on the air conditioning system,
delivering 40% energy savings compared with introducing
unheated fresh air into a building.

Benefits for owners

Integrated ventilation

High air quality is essential for peak performance
and optimal environment conditions

Ventilation can be integrated with Daikin’s cooling and heating
systems, for simplified control of the entire system. By including
ventilation as part of a complete climate control solution,
it is possible to manage up to 50% of a building’s energy use delivering huge potential savings in running costs and carbon
emissions.

ūū Highly efficient heat recovery is combined with
free cooling to ensure the lowest running costs
ūū Optional CO2 sensors ensure
the correct balance of oxygen and CO2 while
avoiding over-ventilation
ūū Fresh filtered air at the correct level
of humidity is introduced to maximise
the health benefits

22

Air curtain

Hot water

Indoor units

Control systems

Ventilation
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Which system offers me the best solution?

Widest range of
DX ventilation
on the market
Daikin offers a variety of solutions Heat Reclaim Ventilation
from small heat recovery
Proper ventilation is a key component of climate
control in buildings, offices and shops. In its basic
ventilation to large-scale air
function, it ensures a flow of incoming fresh air and
outgoing stale air. Our HRV (heat reclaim ventilation)
handling units for the provision
solution can do much more. It can recover heat and
optimise the balance between indoor and outdoor
of fresh air ventilation to homes, temperature and humidity, thus reducing
the load on the air conditioning system up to 40%
or commercial outlets such as
and increasing efficiency.
offices, hotels, stores and others.
Daikin air handling units
combined with
DX condensing units
From small to large commercial spaces, Daikin offers
a range of R-410A inverter condensing units for use
in conjunction with air handling units. In situations
where Daikin’s commercial HRV range cannot
satisfy the ventilation requirement due to building
constraints (large atriums, banqueting halls, etc.),
air handling units represent the ideal solution.
Air handling units provide large fresh air volumes
(>500 m/h) and high ESPs, enabling the use of
extensive ductwork runs.
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Which system offers me the best solution?

Ventilation
Energy
recovery

Five components of
indoor air quality

Humidification

›› Ventilation: ensures the provision of fresh air
›› Energy recovery: recovers heat and moisture

Air
processing

from the outgoing air to maximise comfort
and efficiency
›› Air processing: heats or cools incoming fresh air
maximising comfort and minimising the load on
the air conditioning installation
›› Humidification: optimises the balance between
indoor and outdoor humidity
›› Filtration: removes dust, pollution and odours
from the air

Filtration

Air flow rate (m3/h)
Type Product name

Model

0

200

400 600

800 1,000 2,000 4,000 10,000 25,000

140,000

Components of
indoor air quality

Ventilation with heat recovery as standard
›› Energy saving ventilation
›› Maximise floor space for furniture,
decoration and fittings
›› Free cooling
›› Reduced energy consumption
thanks to DC inverter fan motor
›› Optional CO2 sensor saves energy
while improving indoor air quality

VKM-GB

Pre heating or cooling of fresh air for
lower load on the air conditioning system
›› Energy saving ventilation
›› Creates a high quality indoor environment
›› Maximise floor space for furniture,
decoration and fittings
›› Free cooling
›› Reduced energy consumption
thanks to DC inverter fan motor

Heat reclaim
ventilation

VAM-FC

Air Handling
Unit (application)

VKM-GBM

1

DX total fresh air
package

› Ventilation
› Energy recovery

› Ventilation
› Energy recovery
› Air processing

› Ventilation
› Energy recovery
› Air processing
› Humidification

Pre heating, cooling and humidification
for optimum comfort
›› Energy saving ventilation
›› Creates a high quality indoor environment
›› Balance your indoor humidity level
›› Maximise floor space for furniture,
decoration and fittings
›› Free cooling

Fully customised solution for
ventilation and air handling
›› Inverter technology
›› Heat pump and heat recovery
›› Provides virtually free heating
›› Room temperature via Daikin control
›› Large range of expansion valve kits

(1)

› Ventilation
› Energy recovery
› Air processing
› Humidification
› Filtration

Daikin AHU connected to Daikin chiller solution
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Create a high-quality
indoor environment
The Daikin HRV (heat reclaim ventilation)
unit recovers up to 80% of heat energy lost
through ventilation and maintains
a comfortable and clean indoor environment
without changing the room ‘s temperature.

Save up to 40% on
running costs through
integration
Integrating the HRV with Daikin’s Sky Air
and VRV air conditioning ensures that
the system always operates in the most efficient
and comfortable way. For example, the free
cooling available via the ventilation unit
will enable the air conditioning unit to be
switched off and so saving running costs.
Thanks to heat recovery and integration, up to
40% of the total running costs can be saved!
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HRV
Heat reclaim ventilation
Ventilation

Air processing

Humidification
High efficiency
•
•
•
•

Energy saving ventilation via heat recovery
of both heat and humidity
12
Reduce the load on the air conditioning system by up to 40% 12
Nighttime free cooling
13
Prevent energy losses from over-ventilation with CO2 sensor 13

High indoor air quality & whisper quiet operation
•
•
•
•

Creating a high quality environment
Optional medium and fine dust filters
Can operate in over and underpressure
to prevent unpleasant odours
Low operation sound level

14
15
16
16

Maximum flexibility
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plug and play - integrated ventilation
18
Flexible installation
18
Wide range of units
18
High static pressure
19
Wide operation range
19
Connection to field-supplied booster fan
increases flexibility even more
20
Simple Design and construction
20
No drain needed
20
Flexible20
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• High efficiency
Energy saving ventilation via heat recovery
of both heat and humidity
In traditional ventilation systems, conditioned air
from the building is simply expelled, then new
unheated air is brought into the building. So a
large volume of air is heated up or cooled down
unnecessarily, leading to a substantial waste of
energy. Daikin’s HRV solutions prevent energy being
wasted by recovering up to 80% waste heat from
the outgoing air, thus offering much greater levels of
efficiency, while improving comfort levels too.

Recovers up to

80%

of waste heat

Outdoor
Operation of the high
effiency paper.

The heat exchange element uses a high efficiency
paper (HEP) possessing superior moisture absorption
and humidifying properties. The heat exchange
unit rapidly recovers heat contained in latent heat
(vapour). The element is made of a material with
flame resistant properties and is treated with an antimoulding agent.

Indoor
SA
27.4°C
63% RH

30.6°C
62% RH

Cross flow of air to
exchange heat and
moisture.

Specially developed heat exchange element

32°C
70% RH
Integrally-formed liner

Temperature
and humidity
is exhanged
between the
layers

RA
26°C
50% RH

SA

RA

RH: Relative Humidity
SA: Supply Air (to room)
RA: Return Air (from room)

Thanks to the heat and moisture exchange the hot and humid outside air is brought to levels close to
indoor conditions saving on the air conditioning running cost and maintaining comfort.
This also ensures correct levels of humidity inside (comfort up) compared to metal heat exchangers.

Reduce the load on the air conditioning system by up to 40%
24%

by using heat recovery ventilation (in comparison with normal ventilation fans)

6%

by switching over to auto-ventilation mode

2%

by using the pre-cool, pre-heat control (reduces air conditioning load
by running the HRV until after the air conditioning is switched on)

5%

by enabling the free cooling operation overnight

3%

by preventing over-ventilation with the optional CO2 sensor

Advantages of integration of ventilation and air conditioning (automatic change over)
Air conditioning in cooling
EA

Exhaust fan Damper

RA
OA

Heat exchanger element
(heat recovery)

In between (bypass ventilation)

EA

Air supply fan
EA: exhaust air

EA

RA

Automatic
changeover
SA
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Air conditioning in heating

Air conditioning off

Heat exchanger element
(heat recovery)

RA

Automatic
changeover
OA

SA

DX coil (cooling) for VKM-GB(M) units

RA: return air (from room) OA: outdoor air

OA

SA

DX coil (heating)
SA: supply air (to room)

For VKM-GB(M) units

Humidifying

Heat reclaim ventilation

Night-time free cooling
Night-time free cooling operation is an energy saving
function operating at night when the air conditioning
is switched off. By ventilating rooms containing office
equipment that increases room temperature,

night purge reduces the cooling load when
air conditioning is switched on in the morning,
reducing the daily running costs.

The VAM can also perform nighttime free cooling in stand alone operation. The set temperature is a field setting at installation.

OFF OFF

+
A/C

Ventilation

OFF
Only ventilation

40°C

+

Free
cooling

A/C

Ventilation

Set T°

30°C

Indoor temperature
Outdoor temperature

20°C

… 5 PM

9 AM …

Prevent energy losses from over-ventilation with CO2 sensor
Enough fresh air is needed to create an enjoyable
environment, but ventilating constantly is leading to
energy waste. Therefore an optional CO2 sensor can be

installed which switches off the ventilation
system when there is enough fresh air in the room,
thus saving energy.

Example of CO2 sensor operation in a meeting room:

9 AM

CO2 level

12 PM

Fixed ventilation rate
Ventilation amount

5 PM

Decrease in air volume and more energy
saving compared to fixed ventilation rate

Increase in air
volume and
better comfort
compared to fixed
ventilation rate

7

8

9

10
Morning meeting

11

When many people are in the room,
more fresh air is brought in to maintain
comfortable CO2 levels. When fewer
people are in the room, energy is saved by
bringing in less fresh air.
12

13

14

Lunch time

Up to 75% less energy consumed
for ventilation in Herten building
A two-year test, running from
March 2011-February 2013, at a ‘netZero Energy
Building’ in Herten has revealed that a huge
energy saving is possible by using CO2 sensors
in conjunction with the Daikin VAM systems.

15

16

17

18

19

hour

Meeting

Using CO2 sensors has the most energy-saving
potential in buildings where occupancy fluctuates
during a 24-hour period, is unpredictable and peaks
at a high level. For example office buildings,
government facilities, retail stores and shopping malls,
movie theaters, auditoriums, schools, entertainment
clubs and nightclubs. The ventilation unit's reaction
to fluctuations in CO2 can be easily adjusted
by the customer.
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• High quality indoor air
• Whisper quiet

Creating a high quality environment
Maintain a comfortable indoor environment without fluctuations in room temperature.

How do the HRV units work?
In heating

In cooling
Heat recovery

Heat recovery

+

+

Heating

100

Cooling

+

100

80
60

80

Humidifying

60
Effect of full heat exchange
Effect of cooling

40

Outdoor air
temperature
in summer
1

40

2

Indoor temperature during cooling

Effect of
heating
Effect of full heat exchange

-5

0

5

10

15

20

25

2

Relative humidity (%)

1

Relative humidity (%)

Outdoor air
temperature in winter

20

Effect of
humidification
20
3

Indoor temperature during heating

30

35

40

Dry bulb temperature (°CDB)

-5

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

Dry bulb temperature (°CDB)

In heating we bring in cold outdoor fresh air and want to avoid cold draught
and dry air.

In cooling we bring in hot outdoor fresh air and want to prevent additional load on
the air conditioning system and too hot indoor temperatures.

1. Cold outside air is crossed with hot inside air.

1. Hot outside air is crossed with cold inside air.

In the example the incoming air is heated up from 0 to 16°CDB while keeping
the same relative humidity. This is the effect of the heat and moisture exchange.

In the example the incoming air is cooled down from 34 to 27°CDB while keeping
the same relative humidity. This is the effect of the heat and moisture exchange.

2. The DX coil further heats up the air to prevent cold draught. In the example the
incoming air is further heated from 16 to 34°CDB. Because
the air is heated up the relative humidity decreases.
3. To counter negative effects of dry air the air passes the humidifier which adds
moisture in case needed.

40

2. The DX coil further cools down the air to prevent hot indoor temperatures and reduce
the load on the air conditioning system.
In the example the incoming air is further cooled down from 27 to 20°CDB.

3. No humidification is needed in cooling as the air is not dried out

In the example the relative humidity rises from 22 to a comfortable 42%.
The result is incoming fresh air with the same humidity and slightly higher
temperature for perfect comfort.
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The result is incoming fresh air with a slightly lower temperature for perfect comfort.

Heat reclaim ventilation

Best comfort results thanks to
the latent heat exchange

Higher comfort
compared
to metal heat
exchanger

Our paper heat exchanger exchanges
not only heat but also moisture.
This regulates the humidity levels
of the air that is brought in, which ensures
maximum comfort.

DX coil
for preheating and -cooling
of incoming air

Operation of humidification and air processing
in heating mode (VKM-GBM)
Exhaust Fan
EA
(Exhaust air to outdoors)

Damper Motor

Damper

OA
(Fresh air from outdoors)
RA
(Return air from room)

SA (Supply air to room)
Air Supply Fan
Electronics Box (Control box)

Solenoid
valve

Humidifier element:
Utilising the principle of capillary action,
water is permeated throughout the humidifier
element. The heated air from the DX coil
passes through the humidifier and absorbs
the moisture.

water

Float switch

Airflow

Drain pan

SA

Drain

Optional medium and fine dust filters available
M6, F7 and F8 filters are available on the VAM models
to meet your customer request or the local legislation.
As one has no control of the air quality in the building
surroundings, you can rely on one of our dust filters to
ensure the best indoor air quality possible.

The optional filter comply with EN779:2012
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Heat reclaim ventilation

Can operate in over and underpressure
to prevent unpleasant odours
The user can select 2 fresh-up modes via the remote control for a more comfortable air environment.

1. Supply rich mode (overpressure):

2. Exhaust fresh-up (underpressure):

A higher air supply than air exhaust maintains proper
room pressure to prevent back-flow of toilet/kitchen
odours or moisture inflow.

A higher exhaust air than air supply decreases room
pressure to prevent the leaking of odours or floating
bacteria into other rooms.

Portion of fresh-up
operation

Air exhaust
HRV

Normal
ventilation fan

Air exhaust

30%
Air supply

HRV

Hall way

Air supply

70%
100%

Portion of
exhaust
operation

Sick room

70%
100%

30%

eg. Office

eg. Hospital

Preventing that toilet odours flow to the office

No bacteria can flow from the sick room to the hall way

Low operation sound level
Continuous research by Daikin into reducing
operation sound levels has resulted in sound pressure
levels down to 20.5dBA (VAM150).

Daikin indoor units
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DBA

PERCEIVED LOUDNESS

SOUND

0

Treshold of hearing

-

20

Extremely soft

Rustling leaves

40

Very soft

Quiet room

60

Moderately loud

Normal conversation

80

Very loud

City traffic noise

100

Extremely loud

Symphonic orchestra

120

Threshold of feeling pain

Jet taking off

• Maximum flexibility

Plug and play integrated ventilation

One Stop
Shop

The integration of ventilation into a total building
climate system, such as the VRV system, offers
numerous advantages. Daikin supplies all
components of the entire system, simplifying its
design and presenting an ideal solution for
the building itself and a ‘one-stop’ solution for
the client. As well as design benefits, it also simplifies
project follow-up, installation and subsequent
commissioning and maintenance since only one
party is involved. Finally, the end user benefits
from ‘interlocking’ ventilation with air conditioner
operation by virtue of greatly simplified overall
system control.
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+

+

+

+

Note: more information on integrated control can be found in
the control systems chapter.

Flexible installation
Horizontal or vertical installation
The VAM units can be installed horizontal in false
ceilings for example. However if there are no false
ceilings or the space is limited the unit can also be
installed vertically in narrow service spaces or behind
a wall. In this way the consultant can focus fully on
the design of the building.

Slim Design
At just 285 mm high, the slim design of
the HRV unit enables it to be mounted in narrow
ceiling cavities and irregularly shaped spaces

Ideal solution for shops, restaurants or offices
requiring maximum floor space for furniture,
decorations and fittings
Our HRV range of units are not only energy efficient, they
also blend in any interior and leave all the maximum
of usable floor space. The units are invisible to see and
can be installed in service spaces, making service possible
while the building is in operation.

285mm

VAM150-250

Installation in a false ceiling

Installation under a beam

Installation in an irregular space

Wide range of units
The wide Daikin range ensures correct equipment
design and sizing.
17

Heat reclaim ventilation

High Static Pressure
External static pressure (ESP) up to 157 Pa facilitates
the use with flexible ducts of varying lengths.

Higher static pressure and reduced noise
The use of multiple, overlapping arc shaped
fan blades makes it possible to optimise
the chord length and blade outlet angle.

Topview of the sirocco fan

Rotating currents for
reduced loss
The use of a thinner scroll
allows rectification of rotating
currents within the scroll.

Higher static pressure and
reduced pressure loss

Higher static pressure
Thanks to wide fan
diameter and optimised
blade width

α

In addition to increasing the scroll
wrap angle and boosting the static
pressure, the outflow angle has
been optimised.

Wide operation range
The HRV unit can be installed practically anywhere.
The standard operation range (outdoor temperature)
is from -15°C to 40°CDB (50°CDB for VAM units)
and can be extended down if a Daikin preheater
is installed.
1

Contact your local dealer for more information and restrictions

Daikin’s supplied preheater VH provides a total solution
for fresh air and preheating.
ūū Integrated electrical heater concept
(no additional accessories required)
ūū Standard dual flow and temperature sensor
ūū Flexible setting with adjustable setpoint
ūū Increased safety with 2 cut-outs: manual
& automatic
ūū BMS integration thanks to:
- volt free relay or error indication
- 0-10V DC input for setpoint control

VAM

VKM
Cooling
50°CDB

50°

Cooling
40°CDB

40°
30°
20°
10°

-20°

18

-15°
CDB

…

-15°
CDB

…

with
optional
preheater

-10°

with
optional
preheater

0°

θ

Heat reclaim ventilation

Connection to field-supplied booster fan
increases flexibility even more
ūū Allows the installation to be adapted exactly
to the installation space, filters, comfort, sound
requirements and energy use
ūū Longer ducting or use of central duct possible
ūū Overcomes actual field situation when ducting is
different from calculation

ūū Lower cost by using the booster fan instead of
replacing with a larger unit when the ESP is not
matched
ūū Can solve limited mounting space for larger
VAM1500-2000 units

Example when HRV ESP is not high enough or
field situation differs from calculation

with booster fan

No booster fan

HRV

HRV
Comfort

Comfort

Comfort

Discomfort

Comfort

Comfort

The furthest room is not well ventilated because
the unit's ESP is too low for the actual field situation.
This is overcome with the additional booster fan.

Simple Design and Construction
The VAM unit can be installed either horizontally
or upside down always allowing easy access for
inspection and maintenance. A 450 mm square
inspection hatch enables maintenance and heat
exchange element replacement to be performed
with ease.

Switch box
Access
door
Horizontal
installation

Upside down
installation

Maintenance cover

No drain needed
In comparison to a unit with a metal heat exchanger,
the VAM models do not require a drain, giving
greater flexibility for the installation of the units.

Flexible
Compared to a standard air handling unit,
the VAM models provide much greater flexibility
of use: for example, in hotel rooms that are not in use
the VAM is switched off and in an office building
the different tenants have individual control.
Additionally, by using the VAM models,
the renovation of a building can be carried out in
phases.

VAM model:

AHU

VAM

ON

Standard air
handling unit:

ON
CENTRAL CONTROL
INDIVIDUAL
CONTROL

VAM

OFF

GREATER

VAM

FLEXIBILITY

ON
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Specifications
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VAM-FC

Heat reclaim ventilation

Total heat
exchanged
foul air

Ventilation with heat recovery as standard
›› Energy saving ventilation using indoor heating, cooling and
moisture recovery
›› Ideal solution for shops, restaurants or offices requiring maximum
floor space for furniture, decorations and fittings
›› Free cooling possible when outdoor temperature is below indoor
temperature (eg. during nighttime)
›› Reduced energy consumption thanks to specially developed DC
fan motor
›› Prevent energy losses from over-ventilation while maintaining
indoor air quality with optional CO2 sensor
›› Can be used as stand alone unit or integrated in the VRV system
›› Wide range of units: air flow rate from 150 up to 2,000 m³/h
›› High efficiency filters available in M6 ,F7, F8 grades
›› Shorter installation time thanks to easy adjustment of nominal
air flow rate, so less need for dampers compared with traditional
installation.
›› Specially developed heat exchange element with High Efficiency
Paper (HEP)
›› No drain piping needed
Ventilation
Power input - 50Hz Heat exchange
mode
Bypass mode

Temperature
exchange
efficiency - 50Hz
Enthalpy exchange
efficiency - 50Hz

Ultra high
High
Low
Cooling

Heating

Operation mode
Heat exchange system
Heat exchange element
Dimensions
Unit
Weight
Unit
Casing
Material
Fan-Air flow rate
Heat exchange
- 50Hz
mode

Nom.

Nom.

Ultra high
High
Low
Ultra high
High
Low

kW

%

%

HeightxWidthxDepth

Ultra high
High
Low
Bypass mode
Ultra high
High
Low
Fan-External static Ultra high/High/Low
pressure - 50Hz
Air filter
Type
Sound pressure
Heat exchange Ultra high/High/Low
level - 50Hz
mode
Bypass mode
Ultra high/High/Low
Operation range

VAM
kW

%

Ultra high
High
Low
Ultra high
High
Low

Min.
Max.
Relative humidity
Connection duct diameter
Power supply
Phase/Frequency/Voltage
Current
Maximum fuse amps (MFA)
Specific energy
Cold climate
consumption (SEC) Average climate
Warm climate
SEC class
Maximum flow rate Flow rate
Electric power input
at 100 Pa ESP
Sound power level (Lwa)
Annual electricity consumption
Annual heating
Cold climate
Average climate
saved
Warm climate

Clean outdoor air

mm
kg
m³/h

m³/h

Pa

dBA
dBA

°CDB
°CDB
%
mm
Hz/V
A
kWh/(m².a)
kWh/(m².a)
kWh/(m².a)
m³/h
W
dB
kWh/a
kWh/a
kWh/a
kWh/a

Total heat
exchanged
Foul indoor air

clean air

High efficiencies filters available
in M6, F7, F8 grades

›› Can operate in over- and under pressure
›› Total solution for fresh air with Daikin supply of both VAM and
electrical heaters

150FC
250FC
350FC
500FC
650FC
800FC
1000FC
1500FC
2000FC
0.132
0.161
0.071 (1)
0.147 (1)
0.188 (1)
0.320 (1)
0.360 (1)
0.617 (1)
0.685 (1)
0.111
0.079
0.057 (1)
0.101 (1)
0.114 (1)
0.241 (1)
0.309 (1)
0.463 (1)
0.575 (1)
0.058
0.064
0.020 (1)
0.049 (1)
0.063 (1)
0.185 (1)
0.198 (1)
0.353 (1)
0.295 (1)
0.132
0.161
0.071 (1)
0.147 (1)
0.188 (1)
0.320 (1)
0.360 (1)
0.617 (1)
0.685 (1)
0.111
0.079
0.057 (1)
0.101 (1)
0.114 (1)
0.241 (1)
0.309 (1)
0.463 (1)
0.575 (1)
0.058
0.064
0.020 (1)
0.049 (1)
0.063 (1)
0.185 (1)
0.198 (1)
0.353 (1)
0.295 (1)
77.0 (2) / 72.0 (3) 74.9 (2) / 69.5 (3) 78.0 (2) / 71.6 (3) 77.0 (2) / 70.2 (3) 77.0 (2) / 69.8 (3) 77.0 (2) / 67.8 (3) 78.0 (2) / 70.2 (3) 78.0 (2) / 69.5 (3) 78.0 (2) / 70.2 (3)
78.3 (2) / 72.3 (3) 76.0 (2) / 70.0 (3) 79.3 (2) / 71.9 (3) 78.8 (2) / 70.7 (3) 79.1 (2) / 71.2 (3) 78.2 (2) / 68.8 (3) 78.6 (2) / 71.1 (3) 79.6 (2) / 70.3 (3) 79.6 (2) / 71.3 (3)
82.8 (2) / 73.2 (3) 80.1 (2) / 72.0 (3) 84.1 (2) / 73.0 (3) 80.9 (2) / 71.3 (3) 81.1 (2) / 72.9 (3) 79.1 (2) / 69.6 (3) 80.2 (2) / 73.4 (3) 80.8 (2) / 71.0 (3) 80.6 (2) / 74.6 (3)
60.3 (2)
60.3 (2)
63.4 (2)
60.3 (2)
60.3 (2)
62.4 (2)
63.4 (2)
63.4 (2)
63.4 (2)
61.9 (2)
61.2 (2)
65.0 (2)
63.4 (2)
64.0 (2)
63.6 (2)
64.2 (2)
65.0 (2)
64.5 (2)
67.3 (2)
64.5 (2)
70.7 (2)
66.9 (2)
67.3 (2)
64.6 (2)
66.3 (2)
66.2 (2)
67.8 (2)
66.6 (2)
66.6 (2)
67.6 (2)
64.5 (2)
65.5 (2)
67.6 (2)
68.6 (2)
68.6 (2)
68.6 (2)
67.9 (2)
67.4 (2)
68.9 (2)
67.6 (2)
67.7 (2)
68.8 (2)
69.4 (2)
69.7 (2)
69.5 (2)
72.4 (2)
70.7 (2)
73.7 (2)
71.1 (2)
69.7 (2)
69.8 (2)
71.5 (2)
70.5 (2)
72.1 (2)
Heat exchange mode, bypass mode, fresh-up mode
Air to air cross flow total heat (sensible + latent heat) exchange
Specially processed non-flammable paper
364x1,000x1,160 726x1,510x868 726x1,510x1,160
285x776x525
301x828x816
364x1,000x868
24.0
33.0
51.0
54.0
63.0
128
145
Galvanised steel plate
150 (4)
250 (4)
350 (1)
500 (1)
650 (1)
800 (1)
1,000 (1)
1,500 (1)
2,000 (1)
140 (4)
230 (4)
320 (1)
410 (1)
545 (1)
725 (1)
950 (1)
1,350 (1)
1,880 (1)
105 (4)
155 (4)
210 (1)
310 (1)
450 (1)
665 (1)
820 (1)
1,230 (1)
1,500 (1)
2,000 (1)
150 (4)
250 (4)
350 (1)
500 (1)
650 (1)
800 (1)
1,000 (1)
1,500 (1)
1,880 (1)
140 (4)
230 (4)
320 (1)
410 (1)
545 (1)
725 (1)
950 (1)
1,350 (1)
1,230 (1)
1,500 (1)
105 (4)
155 (4)
210 (1)
310 (1)
450 (1)
665 (1)
820 (1)
90 (4)/87 (4) 70 (4)/63 (4) 103 (1)/93 (1) 83 (1)/57 (1) 100 (1)/73 (1) 109 (1)/94 (1) 147 (1)/135 (1) 116 (1)/97 (1) 132 (1)/118 (1)
40 (4)
25 (4)
51 (1)
35 (1)
49 (1)
78 (1)
100 (1)
80 (1)
77 (1)
Multidirectional fibrous fleeces
27.0/26.0 28.0/26.0 32.0/31.5 33.0/31.5 34.5/33.0 36.0/34.5 36.0/35.0 39.5/38.0 40.0/38.0
/20.5
/21.0
/23.5
/24.5
/27.0
/31.0
/31.0
/34.0
/35.0
27.0/26.5 28.0/27.0 32.0/31.0 33.5/32.5 34.5/34.0 36.0/34.5 36.0/35.5 40.5/38.0 40.0/38.0
/20.5
/21.0
/24.5
/25.5
/27.0
/31.0
/31.0
/33.5
/35.0
-15
50
80% or less
100
150
200
250
350
1~/50/60/220-240/220
15
16
-56.0 (5)
-60.5 (5)
-22.1 (5)
-27.0 (5)
-0.100 (5) -5.30 (5)
D / (5)
B / (5)
130 (4)
207 (4)
129
160
40.0
43.0
48.0
50.0
51.0
53.0
55.0
57.0
18.9 (5)
13.6 (5)
41.0 (5)
40.6 (5)
80.2 (5)
79.4 (5)
18.5 (5)
18.4 (5)
-

(1) Measured on fan curve 15. Refer to fan curves. (2) Measured according to JIS B 8628 (3) Measured according to EN308 : 1997 (4) Clean the filter when this icon appears on the controller screen. Regular filter cleaning is important for delivered air quality and
for the unit‘s energy efficiency. (5) In accordance with commission regulation (EU) No 1254/2014 (6) Products with an air flow rate ≤ 250m³/h must comply to commission regulation (EU) No.1254/2014 for RVU’s, products with an air flow rate > 250m³/h must
comply to commission regulation (EU) No.1253/2014 for NRVU’s.
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VH

Preheater for VAM
ūū Total solution for fresh air with Daikin supply of both VAM
and preheaters
ūū Increased comfort in low outdoor temperature thanks
to the heated outdoor air
ūū Integrated electrical heater concept (no additional accessories
required)
ūū Standard dual flow and temperature sensor
ūū Flexible setting with adjustable setpoint
ūū Increased safety with 2 cut-outs: manual & automatic
ūū BMS integration thanks to:
- Volt free relay for error indication
- 0-10VDC input for setpoint control

PREHEATER FOR VAM
Supply voltage
Output current (maximum)
Temperature sensor
Temperature control range
Control fuse
LED indicators

VH

(VH)
220/250V ac 50/60 Hz. +/-10%
19A at 40°C (ambient)
5k ohms at 25°C (table 502 1T)
0 to 40°C / (0-10V 0-100%)
20 x 5mm 250mA

Power ON - Yellow
Heater ON - Red (solid or flashing, indicating pulsed control)
Airflow fault - Red

Mounting holes
Maximum ambient adjacent to terminal box
Auto high temp. cutout
Man. reset high temp. cutout
Run relay
BMS setpoint input

98mm x 181mm centres 5 mm ø holes
35°C (during operation)
100°C Pre-set
125°C Pre-set
1A 120V AC or 1A 24V DC
0-10VDC

VH
Capacity
Duct diameter
Connectable VAM

kW
mm

1B
1
100
VAM150FC
-

For the selection of the appropriate capacity, please refer to the VAM selection software.
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2B
1
150
VAM250FC
VAM350FC

3B
1
200
VAM500FC
VAM650FC

4B
1.5
250
VAM800FC
VAM1000FC

4/AB
2.5
250
VAM800FC
VAM1000FC

5B
2.5
300
VAM1500FC
VAM2000FC

Detailed technical drawings
VAM150FC

VAM250FC
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Detailed technical drawings
VAM350FC

VAM500FC
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Detailed technical drawings
VAM650FC

VAM800FC
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Detailed technical drawings
VAM1000FC

VAM1500FC
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Detailed technical drawings
VAM2000FC

VAM150FC
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Detailed technical drawings
VAM250FC

VAM350FC
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Detailed technical drawings
VAM500FC

VAM650FC
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Detailed technical drawings
VAM800FC

VAM1000FC
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Detailed technical drawings
VAM1500FC

VAM2000FC
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VKM-GB/VKM-GBM

Heat reclaim ventilation and air
processing
Pre heating or cooling of fresh air for lower load on the air
conditioning system
›› Energy saving ventilation using indoor heating, cooling and

moisture recovery
›› Creates a high quality indoor environment by pre conditioning
incoming fresh air
›› Humidification of the incoming air results in comfortable indoor
humidity level, even during heating
›› Ideal solution for shops, restaurants or offices requiring maximum
floor space for furniture, decorations and fittings
›› Free cooling possible when outdoor temperature is below indoor
temperature (eg. during nighttime)
›› Low energy consumption thanks to DC fan motor
›› Prevent energy losses from over-ventilation while maintaining
indoor air quality with optional CO2 sensor

VKM80-100GB(M)

›› Shorter installation time thanks to easy adjustment of nominal
air flow rate, so less need for dampers compared with traditional
installation.
›› Specially developed heat exchange element with High Efficiency
Paper (HEP)
›› Can operate in over- and under pressure

Operation example: humidification & air processing (heating mode)1
Heat Exchanger
Exhaust Fan Elements
EA
(Exhaust air to outdoors)

Damper Motor
Damper

OA
(Fresh air from outdoors)

RA
(Return air from room)

SA (Supply air to room)

Air Supply Fan
Electronics Box (Control box)

1

VKM-GM example

Ventilation
VKM-GB/VKM-GBM
Ultra high
kW
Power input - 50Hz Heat exchange mode Nom.
Bypass mode
Nom.
Ultra high
kW
Fresh air conditioning Cooling
kW
Heating
kW
load
Temperature exchange Ultra high/High/Low
%
efficiency - 50Hz
Enthalpy exchange Cooling
Ultra high/High/Low
%
Heating
Ultra high/High/Low
%
efficiency - 50Hz
Operation mode
Heat exchange system
Heat exchange element
Humidifier
System
Dimensions
Unit
HeightxWidthxDepth
mm
Weight
Unit
kg
Casing
Material
Heat exchange mode Ultra high
m³/h
Fan-Air flow rate
Bypass mode
Ultra high
m³/h
- 50Hz
Fan-External static Ultra high
Pa
High
Pa
pressure - 50Hz
Low
Pa
Air filter
Type
Heat exchange mode Ultra high
dBA
Sound pressure
Bypass mode
Ultra high
dBA
level - 50Hz
Operation range Around unit
°CDB
Supply air
°CDB
Return air
°CDB
On coil
Cooling Max.
°CDB
Heating Min.
°CDB
temperature
Refrigerant
Type
Control
GWP
Connection duct diameter
mm
Piping connections Liquid
OD
mm
Gas
OD
mm
Water supply
mm
Drain
Power supply
Phase/Frequency/Voltage
Hz/V
Current
Maximum fuse amps (MFA)
A
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Heat reclaim ventilation
and air processing
50GB
80GB
100GB
0.270
0.330
0.410
0.270
0.330
0.410
4.71 / 1.91 / 3.5
7.46 / 2.96 / 5.6 9.12 / 3.52 / 7.0
5.58 / 2.38 / 3.5 8.79 / 3.79 / 5.6 10.69 / 4.39 / 7.0
76/76/77.5
64/64/67
67/67/69

78/78/79

74/74/76.5

Heat reclaim ventilation,
air processing and humidification
50GBM
80GBM
100GBM
0.270
0.330
0.410
0.270
0.330
0.410
4.71 / 1.91 / 3.5
7.46 / 2.96 / 5.6 9.12 / 3.52 / 7.0
5.58 / 2.38 / 3.5 8.79 / 3.79 / 5.6 10.69 / 4.39 / 7.0
76/76/77.5

78/78/79

74/74/76.5

66/66/68
62/62/66
64/64/67
66/66/68
62/62/66
71/71/73
65/65/69
67/67/69
71/71/73
65/65/69
Heat exchange mode / Bypass mode / Fresh-up mode
Air to air cross flow total heat (sensible + latent heat) exchange
Specially processed non-flammable paper
Natural evaporating type
387x1,764x832
387x1,764x1,214
387x1,764x832
387x1,764x1,214
94
110
112
100
119
123
Galvanised steel plate
500
750
950
500
750
950
500
750
950
500
750
950
210
150
200
205
110
170
160
100
150
155
70
140
110
70
120
105
60
Multidirectional fibrous fleeces
39
41.5
41
38
40
40
41.5
41
39
41
0°C~40°CDB, 80% RH or less
-15°C~40°CDB, 80% RH or less
0°C~40°CDB, 80% RH or less
-15
43
43
R-410A
Electronic expansion valve
2,087.5
200
250
200
250
6.35
12.7
6.4
PT3/4 external thread
1~/50/220-240
15

Detailed technical drawings
VKM50GB
VKM50GB

VKM50GB
Air discharge grille
(locally procured)

Air suction grille
(locally procured)

Heat insulator
(locally procured)

Air suction grille
(locally procured)

EA
(Exhaust air to outdoors)
Heat insulator
Round shape(locally
hood procured)

Branch duct
(locally procured)

Round shape hood
(Locally procured)
OA
Maintenance
space
for the heat exchanger
(Fresh air from
outdoors)
elements the air filters and fans

Maintenance space for the heat exchanger
elements the air filters and fans

Control box

Control box

Inspection
hatch

Inspection
hatch

A gradient of
more than 1/30
Ø 200
Nominal diameter
(locally procured)

Inspection
hatch

More than 600More than 600

(Locally procured)
EA
OA
(Exhaust
to outdoors)
(Fresh airairfrom
outdoors)

Sloping downwards at a
gradient of the 1/100

Inspection hatch
(locally procured)
Inspection hatch
(locally procured)

Heat insulator
(locally procured)
Air discharge grille
(locally procured)

Air discharge grille
(locally procured)

360 (in case of □ 450 inspection
hatch)
Refrigerant
piping (Gas pipe)
140 (in case of □ 600 inspection hatch)
(Ø 12.7 flare connection)
Refrigerant piping (Liquid pipe)
(Ø 6.4 flare connection)
Refrigerant piping (Gas pipe)
(Ø 12.7 flare connection)
Refrigerant piping (Liquid pipe)
(Ø 6.4 flare connection)

Ø 200
OA
(FreshNominal
air fromdiameter
outdoors)

OA
Sloping downwards at a
(Fresh air from outdoors)
gradient of the 1/100
EA
(Exhaust air to outdoors)

Flexible duct
(locally procured)

Flexible duct
360 (in case of □ 450 inspection hatch)
Inspection
(locallyhatch)
procured)
140 (in case of □ 600 inspection
hatch

A gradient of
more than 1/30

(locally procured) EA
(Exhaust air to outdoors)

Branch duct
(locally procured)

Air discharge grille
(locally procured)
Heat insulator
(locally procured)

Suspention
Suspension bolt
(locally procured)
Suspention bolt
(locally procured)

RA
(Return air from room)

RA
(Return air from room)

SA
(Return air to room)

SA
(Return air to room)

NOTES

1. Leave space for servicing the unit and include inspection hatch. (Always open a hole on the side of the control box so that the air filters, heat exchange elements, and fans can easily be
inspected and serviced.)
2. Install the two outdoor ducts with down slope (slope of 1/30 or more) to prevent entry of rain water, also, provide insulation for three ducts (outdoor ducts and indoor supply air duct) to
prevent dew condensation. (Material: glass wool of 25mm thick)
NOTES
Do notspace
turn the
upsidethedown.
1.3. Leave
for unit
servicing
unit and include inspection hatch. (Always open a hole on the side of the control box so that the air filters, heat exchange elements, and fans can easily be
4. inspected
Make sureand
to serviced.)
install drain piping, and insulate drain piping to prevent dew condensation.
5.
Keep
the
drain
pipe
short
and
sloping
gradient
of at to
least
1/100entry
to prevent
fromalso,
forming.
2. Install the two outdoor ducts with
down downwards
slope (slopeatofa1/30
or more)
prevent
of rain air
water,
provide insulation for three ducts (outdoor ducts and indoor supply air duct) to
6. prevent
Do not dew
use acondensation.
bent cap or a(Material:
round hood
as the
hood
if they might get rained on directly (we recommend using a deep hood) (optional accessory).
glass
wooloutdoor
of 25mm
thick)
In not
areas
freezing
occur, always take steps to prevent the pipes from freezing.
3.7. Do
turnwhere
the unit
upsidemay
down.
Do not
place
something
get wet
at piping
the below
of this dew
unit. condensation.
The dew would fall at following case, where humidity is 80% more, or the exit of drain socket is choked up, or the air
4.8. Make
sure
to install
drain which
piping,shouldn’t
and insulate
drain
to prevent
filter the
is very
dirty.
5. Keep
drain
pipe short and sloping downwards at a gradient of at least 1/100 to prevent air from forming.
6. Do not use a bent cap or a round hood as the outdoor hood if they might get rained on directly (we recommend using a deep hood) (optional accessory).
7. In areas where freezing may occur, always take steps to prevent the pipes from freezing.
8. Do not place something which shouldn’t get wet at the below of this unit. The dew would fall at following case, where humidity is 80% more, or the exit of drain socket is choked up, or the air
filter is very dirty.

3D083014

3D083014
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Detailed technical drawings
VKM50GBM
VKM50GBM

Air discharge grille
(locally procured)

Air suction grille
(locally procured)

Heat insulator
(locally procured)
EA
(Exhaust air to outdoors)
Round shape hood
(Locally procured)
OA
(Fresh air from outdoors)
Control box
Inspection
hatch

Maintenance space for the heat exchanger
elements the air filters, fans and humidifier

Inspection
hatch

More than 600

Branch duct
(locally procured)

Flexible duct
(locally procured)

Heat insulator
(locally procured)

Air discharge grille
(locally procured)

360 (in case of □ 450 inspection hatch)
140 (in case of □ 600 inspection hatch)
Cistern tank

Water supply shut-off valve
(locally procured)
A gradient of
more than 1/30

Ø 200
Nominal diameter

Drain valve
(locally procured)
Strainer
(accessory)

Refrigerant piping (Gas pipe)
(Ø 12.7 flare connection)
Refrigerant piping (Liquid pipe)
(Ø 6.4 flare connection)

(locally procured)
OA
(Fresh air from outdoors)
EA
(Exhaust air to outdoors)
Sloping downwards at a
gradient of the 1/100

□ 450 • 600

Inspection hatch
(locally procured)

Suspension bolt
(locally procured)

RA
(Return air from room)

SA
(Return air to room)

NOTES

1. Leave space for servicing the unit and include inspection hatch. (Always open a hole on the side of the control box so that the air filters, heat exchange elements, fans, and humidifier
elements can easily be inspected and serviced.)
2. Install the two outdoor ducts with down slope (slope of 1/30 or more) to prevent entry of rain water. Also, provide insulation for three ducts (outdoor ducts and indoor supply air duct) to
prevent dew condensation. (Material: glass wool of 25mm thick)
3. Do not turn the unit upside down.
4. Use city water or clean water.
Include water supply piping with straner,
strainer a water supply shut-off valve, and a drain valve (both locally procured) somewhere along the water supply piping that can be reached from the
inspection.
5. It is impossible to connect the water supply piping directly to public piping. Use a cistern tank (of the approved type), if you need to get your water supply from public piping.
6. Make sure the supply water 0.02MPa to 0.49MPa (0.2 kg/cm2 to 5 kg/cm2).
7. Make sure the supply water is between 5 °C and 40 °C in temperature.
8. Insulate the water supply piping to prevent condensation from forming.
9. Make sure to install drain piping, and insulate drain piping to prevent dew condensation.
10. Keep the drain pipe short and sloping downwards at a gradient of at least 1/100 to prevent air from forming.
11. Install in a location where the air around the unit or taken into the humidifier will not drop below 0 °C.
12. Do not use a bent cap or a round hood as the outdoor hood if they might get rained on directly (we recommend using a deep hood) (optional accessory).
13. In areas where freezing may occur, always take steps to prevent the pipes from freezing.
14. Do not place something which shouldn’t get wet at the below of this unit. The dew would fall at following case, where humidity is 80% more, or the exit of drain socket is choked up, or the air
filter is very dirty.
15. Feed clean water. If the supply water is hard water, use a water softener because of short life.
Life of humidifying element is about 3 years (4,000 hours), under the supply water conditions of hardness: 150 mg/L. (Life of humidifying element is about 1 years (1500 hours), under the
supply water conditions of hardness: 400 mg/L.)

3D083011
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VKM80GB

Detailed technical drawings
VKM80GB
VKM80GB
Air suction grille
(locally procured)

Heat insulator
(locally procured)

Silencer
(locally procured)
Branch duct

Control box
Inspection
hatch
Control box

Maintenance space for the heat exchanger
elements the air filters and fans

Ø 200
Nominal diameter

Branch duct
(locally procured)

Inspection
hatch
A gradient of
more than 1/30

Inspection
hatch

More than 600

Round shape hood
(Locally
procured)
Maintenance
space
for the heat exchanger
OAfans
elements the air filters and
(Fresh air from outdoors)

Air suction grille
(locally procured)

Sloping downwards at a
gradient of the 1/100
OA
(Fresh air from outdoors)
EA
(Exhaust air to outdoors)
Sloping downwards at a
gradient of the 1/100

Inspection hatch
(locally procured)

□ 450 • 600

Inspection hatch
(locally procured)

Silencer
(locally procured)

Air discharge grille
(locally procured)

Refrigerant piping (Gas pipe)

Refrigerant piping (Gas pipe)
(Ø 12.7 flare connection)

A gradient of
more than 1/30

□ 450 • 600

Heat insulator
(locally procured)
Air discharge grille
(locally procured)

12.7 flarehatch)
connection)
inspection
360 (in case of □ 450(Ø
piping (Liquid pipe)
inspection hatch)
140 (in case of □ 600Refrigerant
(Ø 6.4 flare connection)

(locally procured)

Ø 200
OA
Nominal diameter
(Fresh air from outdoors)
(locally procured) EA
(Exhaust air to outdoors)

Flexible duct
(locally procured)
(locally procured)

HeatAir
insulator
discharge grille
(locally
procured)
(locally
procured)

Flexible hatch)
duct
360 (in case of □ 450 inspection
hatch)
140 (in case of □ 600 inspection
(locally procured)
Inspection
hatch
More than 600

HeatEA
insulator
(Exhaust air to outdoors)
(locally procured)
Round shape hood
(Locally procured)
OA
(Fresh air from outdoors)
EA
(Exhaust air to outdoors)

Air discharge grille
(locally procured)

Refrigerant piping (Liquid pipe)
(Ø 6.4 flare connection)
Suspention bolt
(locally procured)

RA
(Return air from room)

SA
(Return air to room)

RA
(Return air from room)

SA
(Return air to room)

Suspention
Suspension bolt
(locally procured)

NOTES

1. Leave space for servicing the unit and include inspection hatch. (Always open a hole on the side of the control box so that the air filters, heat exchange elements, and fans can easily be
inspected and serviced.)
2. Install the two outdoor ducts with down slope (slope of 1/30 or more) to prevent entry of rain water, also, provide insulation for three ducts (outdoor ducts and indoor supply air duct) to
prevent dew condensation. (Material: glass wool of 25mm thick)
3. Do not turn the unit upside down.
NOTES
4. Make sure to install drain piping, and insulate drain piping to prevent dew condensation.
5.
drainforpipe
short and
sloping
at a gradient
at leastopen
1/100a to
prevent
from
1. Keep
Leavethe
space
servicing
the unit
anddownwards
include inspection
hatch.of(Always
hole
on theairside
of forming.
the control box so that the air filters, heat exchange elements, and fans can easily be
6. Do
not useand
a bent
cap or a round hood as the outdoor hood if they might get rained on directly (we recommend using a deep hood) (optional accessory).
inspected
serviced.)
7.
areas
freezingducts
may with
occur,
always
take
steps
prevent
the pipes
from entry
freezing.
2. In
Install
thewhere
two outdoor
down
slope
(slope
of to
1/30
or more)
to prevent
of rain water, also, provide insulation for three ducts (outdoor ducts and indoor supply air duct) to
8. Do
not place
something which
shouldn’t
getwool
wet at
below
of this unit. The dew would fall at following case, where humidity is 80% more, or the exit of drain socket is choked up, or the air
prevent
dew condensation.
(Material:
glass
of the
25mm
thick)
is very
dirty.unit upside down.
3. filter
Do not
turn the
4. Make sure to install drain piping, and insulate drain piping to prevent dew condensation.
5. Keep the drain pipe short and sloping downwards at a gradient of at least 1/100 to prevent air from forming.
6. Do not use a bent cap or a round hood as the outdoor hood if they might get rained on directly (we recommend using a deep hood) (optional accessory).
7. In areas where freezing may occur, always take steps to prevent the pipes from freezing.
8. Do not place something which shouldn’t get wet at the below of this unit. The dew would fall at following case, where humidity is 80% more, or the exit of drain socket is choked up, or the air
filter is very dirty.
3D083015
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Detailed technical drawings
VKM80GBM
VKM80GBM

Air suction grille
(locally procured)

Heat insulator
(locally procured)

Air discharge grille
(locally procured)

EA
(Exhaust air to outdoors)

Branch duct
(locally procured)

Control box
Inspection
hatch

Maintenance space for the heat exchanger
elements the air filters, fans and humidifier

Inspection
hatch

More than 600

Round shape hood
(Locally procured)
OA
(Fresh air from outdoors)

Heat insulator
(locally procured)

Silencer
(locally procured)
Flexible duct
(locally procured)

Air discharge grille
(locally procured)

360 (in case of □ 450 inspection hatch)
140 (in case of □ 600 inspection hatch)
Cistern tank

Water supply shut-off valve
(locally procured)
A gradient of
more than 1/30

Ø 250
Nominal diameter

Drain valve
(locally procured)
Strainer
(accessory)

Refrigerant piping (Gas pipe)
(Ø 12.7 flare connection)
Refrigerant piping (Liquid pipe)
(Ø 6.4 flare connection)

(locally procured)
OA
(Fresh air from outdoors)
EA
(Exhaust air to outdoors)
Sloping downwards at a
gradient of the 1/100

□ 450 • 600

Inspection hatch
(locally procured)

Suspension bolt
(locally procured)

RA
(Return air from room)

SA
(Return air to room)

NOTES

1. Leave space for servicing the unit and include inspection hatch. (Always open a hole on the side of the control box so that the air filters, heat exchange elements, fans, and humidifier
elements can easily be inspected and serviced.)
2. Install the two outdoor ducts with down slope (slope of 1/30 or more) to prevent entry of rain water. Also, provide insulation for three ducts (outdoor ducts and indoor supply air duct) to
prevent dew condensation. (Material: glass wool of 25mm thick)
3. Do not turn the unit upside down.
4. Use city water or clean water.
Include water supply piping with straner,
strainer a water supply shut-off valve, and a drain valve (both locally procured) somewhere along the water supply piping that can be reached from the
inspection.
5. It is impossible to connect the water supply piping directly to public piping. Use a cistern tank (of the approved type), if you need to get your water supply from public piping.
6. Make sure the supply water 0.02MPa to 0.49MPa (0.2 kg/cm2 to 5 kg/cm2).
7. Make sure the supply water is between 5 °C and 40 °C in temperature.
8. Insulate the water supply piping to prevent condensation from forming.
9. Make sure to install drain piping, and insulate drain piping to prevent dew condensation.
10. Keep the drain pipe short and sloping downwards at a gradient of at least 1/100 to prevent air from forming.
11. Install in a location where the air around the unit or taken into the humidifier will not drop below 0 °C.
12. Do not use a bent cap or a round hood as the outdoor hood if they might get rained on directly (we recommend using a deep hood) (optional accessory).
13. In areas where freezing may occur, always take steps to prevent the pipes from freezing.
14. Do not place something which shouldn’t get wet at the below of this unit. The dew would fall at following case, where humidity is 80% more, or the exit of drain socket is choked up, or the air
filter is very dirty.
15. Feed clean water. If the supply water is hard water, use a water softener because of short life.
Life of humidifying element is about 3 years (4,000 hours), under the supply water conditions of hardness: 150 mg/L. (Life of humidifying element is about 1 years (1500 hours), under the
supply water conditions of hardness: 400 mg/L.)

3D083012
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VKM100GB

Detailed technical drawings
VKM100GB
VKM100GB
Air suction grille
(locally procured)

Heat insulator
(locally procured)

Control box
Inspection
hatch
Control box

Maintenance space for the heat exchanger
elements the air filters and fans

Inspection
hatch
A gradient of
more than 1/30

Ø 250
Nominal diameter
(locally procured)
OA
(Fresh air from outdoors)
Ø 250
Nominal diameter EA
(Exhaust air to outdoors)
(locally procured)
Sloping downwards at a
gradient of the 1/100
OA
(Fresh air from outdoors)
EA
(Exhaust air to outdoors)
Sloping downwards at a
gradient of the 1/100

Inspection
hatch

Branch duct
(locally procured)

More than 600

Round shape hood
(Locally procured)
Maintenance space for the
OAheat exchanger
elements
air filters
and fans
(Fresh the
air from
outdoors)

Air suction grille
(locally procured)

Inspection hatch
(locally procured)

□ 450 • 600

Inspection hatch
(locally procured)

Heat insulator
(locally procured)
Air discharge grille
(locally procured)

Silencer
(locally procured)

Air discharge grille
(locally procured)

Refrigerant piping (Gas pipe)

12.7 flarehatch)
connection)
inspection
360 (in case of □ 450(Ø
inspection hatch)
140 (in case of □ 600Refrigerant
piping (Liquid pipe)
(Ø 6.4 flare connection)
Refrigerant piping (Gas pipe)
(Ø 12.7 flare connection)

A gradient of
more than 1/30

□ 450 • 600

Silencer
(locally procured)
Branch duct
(locally procured)
Flexible duct
(locally procured)

HeatAir
insulator
discharge grille
(locally
procured)
(locally
procured)

Flexible hatch)
duct
360 (in case of □ 450 inspection
(locally procured)
hatch)
140 (in case of □ 600 inspection
Inspection
hatch
More than 600

HeatEAinsulator
(Exhaust air to outdoors)
(locally procured)
Round shape hood
(Locally procured)
OA
(Fresh air from outdoors)
EA
(Exhaust air to outdoors)

Air discharge grille
(locally procured)

Refrigerant piping (Liquid pipe)
(Ø 6.4 flare connection)
Suspention bolt
(locally procured)

RA
(Return air from room)

SA
(Return air to room)

RA
(Return air from room)

SA
(Return air to room)

Suspention
Suspension bolt
(locally procured)

NOTES

1. Leave space for servicing the unit and include inspection hatch. (Always open a hole on the side of the control box so that the air filters, heat exchange elements, and fans can easily be
inspected and serviced.)
2. Install the two outdoor ducts with down slope (slope of 1/30 or more) to prevent entry of rain water, also, provide insulation for three ducts (outdoor ducts and indoor supply air duct) to
prevent dew condensation. (Material: glass wool of 25mm thick)
3. Do not turn the unit upside down.
NOTES
4. Make sure to install drain piping, and insulate drain piping to prevent dew condensation.
1. Keep
Leavethe
space
servicing
the unit
anddownwards
include inspection
hatch.of(Always
hole
on theairside
of forming.
the control box so that the air filters, heat exchange elements, and fans can easily be
5.
drainforpipe
short and
sloping
at a gradient
at leastopen
1/100a to
prevent
from
inspected
serviced.)
6. Do
not useand
a bent
cap or a round hood as the outdoor hood if they might get rained on directly (we recommend using a deep hood) (optional accessory).
2. In
Install
thewhere
two outdoor
down
slope
(slope
of to
1/30
or more)
to prevent
of rain water, also, provide insulation for three ducts (outdoor ducts and indoor supply air duct) to
7.
areas
freezingducts
may with
occur,
always
take
steps
prevent
the pipes
from entry
freezing.
dew condensation.
(Material:
glass
of the
25mm
thick)
8. prevent
Do not place
something which
shouldn’t
getwool
wet at
below
of this unit. The dew would fall at following case, where humidity is 80% more, or the exit of drain socket is choked up, or the air
3. filter
Do not
turn the
is very
dirty.unit upside down.
4. Make sure to install drain piping, and insulate drain piping to prevent dew condensation.
5. Keep the drain pipe short and sloping downwards at a gradient of at least 1/100 to prevent air from forming.
6. Do not use a bent cap or a round hood as the outdoor hood if they might get rained on directly (we recommend using a deep hood) (optional accessory).
7. In areas where freezing may occur, always take steps to prevent the pipes from freezing.
8. Do not place something which shouldn’t get wet at the below of this unit. The dew would fall at following case, where humidity is 80% more, or the exit of drain socket is choked up, or the air
filter is very dirty.
3D083016
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Detailed technical drawings
VKM100GBM
VKM100GBM

Air suction grille
(locally procured)

Heat insulator
(locally procured)

Air discharge grille
(locally procured)

EA
(Exhaust air to outdoors)

Branch duct
(locally procured)

Round shape hood
(Locally procured)

Control box
Inspection
hatch

Maintenance space for the heat exchanger
elements the air filters, fans and humidifier

Inspection
hatch

More than 600

OA
(Fresh air from outdoors)

Heat insulator
(locally procured)

Silencer
(locally procured)
Flexible duct
(locally procured)

Air discharge grille
(locally procured)

360 (in case of □ 450 inspection hatch)
140 (in case of □ 600 inspection hatch)
Cistern tank

Water supply shut-off valve
(locally procured)
A gradient of
more than 1/30

Ø 250
Nominal diameter

Drain valve
(locally procured)
Strainer
(accessory)

Refrigerant piping (Gas pipe)
(Ø 12.7 flare connection)
Refrigerant piping (Liquid pipe)
(Ø 6.4 flare connection)

(locally procured)
OA
(Fresh air from outdoors)
EA
(Exhaust air to outdoors)
Sloping downwards at a
gradient of the 1/100

□ 450 • 600

Inspection hatch
(locally procured)

Suspension bolt
(locally procured)

RA
(Return air from room)

SA
(Return air to room)

NOTES

1. Leave space for servicing the unit and include inspection hatch. (Always open a hole on the side of the control box so that the air filters, heat exchange elements, fans, and humidifier
elements can easily be inspected and serviced.)
2. Install the two outdoor ducts with down slope (slope of 1/30 or more) to prevent entry of rain water. Also, provide insulation for three ducts (outdoor ducts and indoor supply air duct) to
prevent dew condensation. (Material: glass wool of 25mm thick)
3. Do not turn the unit upside down.
4. Use city water or clean water.
Include water supply piping with straner,
strainer a water supply shut-off valve, and a drain valve (both locally procured) somewhere along the water supply piping that can be reached from the
inspection.
5. It is impossible to connect the water supply piping directly to public piping. Use a cistern tank (of the approved type), if you need to get your water supply from public piping.
6. Make sure the supply water 0.02MPa to 0.49MPa (0.2 kg/cm2 to 5 kg/cm2).
7. Make sure the supply water is between 5 °C and 40 °C in temperature.
8. Insulate the water supply piping to prevent condensation from forming.
9. Make sure to install drain piping, and insulate drain piping to prevent dew condensation.
10. Keep the drain pipe short and sloping downwards at a gradient of at least 1/100 to prevent air from forming.
11. Install in a location where the air around the unit or taken into the humidifier will not drop below 0 °C.
12. Do not use a bent cap or a round hood as the outdoor hood if they might get rained on directly (we recommend using a deep hood) (optional accessory).
13. In areas where freezing may occur, always take steps to prevent the pipes from freezing.
14. Do not place something which shouldn’t get wet at the below of this unit. The dew would fall at following case, where humidity is 80% more, or the exit of drain socket is choked up, or the air
filter is very dirty.
15. Feed clean water. If the supply water is hard water, use a water softener because of short life.
Life of humidifying element is about 3 years (4,000 hours), under the supply water conditions of hardness: 150 mg/L. (Life of humidifying element is about 1 years (1500 hours), under the
supply water conditions of hardness: 400 mg/L.)
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Detailed technical drawings
VKM50GB
VKM50GB
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[Reading of Performance Characteristics]

2) Rated point: ●
3) The characteristic of each tap becomes a setup of the
characteristic of the same code number.

1) For example: 19(29)- -07
Mode no. : 19(29)
First code: (Supply ┌ 2 Exhaust ┌ 3 )
┘
┘
Second code no. : 07
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VKM50GBM
VKM50GBM
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[Reading of Performance Characteristics]
1) For example: 19(29)- -07
Mode no. : 19(29)
First code: (Supply ┌ 2 Exhaust ┌ 3 )
┘
┘
Second code no. : 07

2) Rated point: ●
3) The characteristic of each tap becomes a setup of the characteristic of the
same code number.
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Detailed technical drawings
VKM80GB
VKM80GB
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[Reading of Performance Characteristics]
2) Rated point: ●
3) The characteristic of each tap becomes a setup of the
characteristic of the same code number.

1) For example: 19(29)- -07
Mode no. : 19(29)
First code: (Supply ┌ 2 Exhaust ┌ 3 )
┘
┘
Second code no. : 07
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VKM80GBM
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[Reading of Performance Characteristics]
1) For example: 19(29)- -07
Mode no. : 19(29)
First code: (Supply ┌ 2 Exhaust ┌ 3 )
┘
┘
Second code no. : 07
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2) Rated point: ●
3) The characteristic of each tap becomes a setup of the characteristic of the
same code number.
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Detailed technical drawings
VKM100GB
VKM100GB
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[Reading of Performance Characteristics]
2) Rated point: ●
3) The characteristic of each tap becomes a setup of the
characteristic of the same code number.

1) For example: 19(29)- -07
Mode no. : 19(29)
First code: (Supply ┌ 2 Exhaust ┌ 3 )
┘
┘
Second code no. : 07
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VKM100GBM
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[Reading of Performance Characteristics]
1) For example: 19(29)- -07
Mode no. : 19(29)
First code: (Supply ┌ 2 Exhaust ┌ 3 )
┘
┘
Second code no. : 07

2) Rated point: ●
3) The characteristic of each tap becomes a setup of the characteristic of the
same code number.
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Control systems

WIRED REMOTE CONTROL
BRC1E53A/B/C

INTELLIGENT
TOUCH MANAGER
DCM601A51
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Control systems
User friendly control systems

44

Overview45
Individual control systems

46

Centralised control systems

48

43

User friendly control systems
Interlock of the ventilation operation with
the air conditioner operation
Interlock of the ventilation operation with
the air conditioner operation greatly simplifies
overall system control. The same remote control
centralises air conditioning and ventilation.
Using a centralised remote control also frees

the user to choose from a wide range of control
systems that integrate air conditioning and
ventilation. By incorporating a variety of centralised
control equipment, the user can build a large,
high grade centralised control system.

VRV indoor unit

INTERLOCKING

HRV

“Super Wiring” System
A Super Wiring system is used to enable the shared
use of wiring between indoor units, outdoor units
and the centralised remote control. This system
makes it easy for the user to retrofit the existing

system with a centralised remote control, simply by
connecting it to the outdoor units. Thanks to a non
polarity wiring system, incorrect connections become
impossible and installation time is reduced.

Indoor
unit

VKM
Wired remote control

44

Outdoor unit

Overview of control systems

Overview
Individual control systems
5 individual control systems give the user control over
the VRV system and the combined ventilation.
ūū BRC1D52 and BRC1E53A/B/C (from March 2016
onwards) are wired remote controllers, giving
access to room temperature settings, schedule
timer, … Next to that they also have user friendly
HRV functions.
ūū BRC301B61 is a wired controller especially designed
for VAM units.
ūū BRC2E52C and BRC3E52C are compact, easy to use
remote controllers, ideal for use in hotel bedrooms.

Centralised
control systems
By combining the (optional) centralised control
equipment listed below, the user can achieve a wide
range of comprehensive centralised control systems
for air conditioning and ventilation.

Network solutions
HRV units are connectable to all current Daikin network solutions:

DCS601C51
Allows detailed and easy monitoring and operation of VRV systems
(maximum 64 control groups).

DCM601A51
The ideal solution for full control and management of maximum 512 VRV indoor units.

LonWorks Interface DMS504B51

Open network integration of VRV monitoring and control functions into LonWorks networks.

BACnet Interface

DMS502A51

Integrated control system for seamless connection between VRV and BMS systems.

Other integration devices
Daikin's adapter PCB's provide simple solutions for
unique requirements. They are a low-cost option to
satisfy simple control requirements and can be used
on single or multiple units.
KRP2A*
Wiring adapter
for electrical
appendices

ūū Start and stop up to 16 indoor units remotely
(1 group) (KRP2A* via P1 P2)
ūū Alarm indication / fire shut-down

For more information consult the Daikin controls systems brochure or contact your local dealer
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Individual
control systems

•

Control up to 16 indoor units or 8 HRV units (1group)

•

Easy to use: all main functions directly accessible

•

Easy setup: improved graphical user interface for advanced menu settings

•

Simultaneous ON/OFF of HRV and air conditioner (BRC1D52/BRC1E53A/B/C)

•

Airflow rate switching

•

Ventilation mode switching

•

Self diagnostic functions

•

Filter sign display and reset

•

Timer settings, simultaneous control with air conditioner (BRC1D52/BRC1E53A/B/C)

•

ON/OFF of VAM (BRC301B61)

•

Independent operation of HRV

•

Timer settings (BRC301B61)

•

Fresh-up mode switching (HRV only)
(Selectable by field setting: supply mode, exhaust mode)

Simplfied remote control
for hotel applications

BRC1E53A/B/C

46

BRC1D52

BRC301B61

BRC2/3E52C

Individual control systems

A variety of units can be controlled using only the BRC1D52 or the BRC1E51A (HRV only)
›› Group Control
		One air conditioner remote control simultaneously
controls up to 16 air conditioning and HRV* units.
›› Control using 2 remote controls
		Allows control of air conditioning and
HRV units from two locations by connecting
two air conditioner remote controls.
(group control is possible)

›› Long-distance Remote Control
		Remote operation control - from a distant control
room for example - is possible thanks to wiring of up
to 500 m. (2 remote controllers possible)
*1: Count VKM unit as two air conditioner indoor units. For details, see below.

Long wiring up to 500m: control units at remote locations
Indoor units

BRC1E53A/B/C no2

HRV

BRC1E53A/B/C no1
Up to 500m

Use 2 control to control your system from 2 locations

Control simultaneous up to 16 units from one remote controller

System
Characteristics
HRV

Operation system

Independent

System construction

BRC1D52
BRC1E53A/B/C
BRC301B61*

BRC1D52
BRC1E53A/B/C
BRC301B61 *

Standard system

During group control operation, the VKM unit has a capacity equivalent
to 2 standard indoor units. Up to 16 standard indoor units can be connected at the same time.
2
12

3
10

4
8

5
6

6
4

7
2

8
0

›› Multiple VRV indoor units or HRV
units can be connected and
controlled in batches, with interlocked operation of HRV and
air conditioners by using the air
conditioner remote control.
›› The HRV unit can also be operated
independently using the remote
control for the indoor unit, even if
the indoor unit is not in operation

BRC1D52 or
BRC1E53A/
B/C

Note: The VKM uses 2 remote controller addresses per unit.
The number of units that can be group controlled is shown above.
Group 1

Operation system

Group 1

Multiple groups interlocked

(VRV, Sky Air) system

BRC1D52
BRC1E53A/B/C

Connectable indoor units:
VKM
0
1
Max. no. of VRV
16 14

BRC1D52 or
BRC1E53A/B/C
BRC301B61 *

HRV

Indoor unit

Air conditioning interlocked control

›› Independent operation of HRV is
possible
›› Operation is possible using 2
remote controls
›› Multiple HRV units can be
simultaneously controlled in batch.
(Up to 8 or 16 HRV* units can be
connected)
›› Air conditioner remote control can
be used

HRV

Necessary
Accessories

Indoor
unit

Group 2

Group 2

BRC1D52
BRC1E53A/B/C

Group 1

Indoor
unit

BRC1D52
BRC1E53A/B/C

HRV

Indoor
unit

BRC1D52
BRC1E53A/B/C

Group 2

Indoor
unit

›› Can control interlocked operation
of multiple
groups of VRV or
Sky Air indoor units
›› When one of the multiple groups
operates, HRV units are interlocked
and operate simultaneously

Centralised
control by
KRP2 adaptor
or intelligent
Touch Manager
controller

BRC1D52
BRC1E53A/B/C

HRV + KRP2 adaptor

* BRC301B61 only available for VAM-FA/FB
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Centralised
control systems

By combining the (optional) centralised control equipment listed below, the user can achieve
a wide range of comprehensive centralised control systems for air conditioning and ventilation.

DCS302C51

Centralised remote control - DCS302C51
ūū A maximum of 64 groups (128 indoor units, max. 10 outdoor units) can be controlled
ūū A maximum of 128 groups (128 indoor units, max. 10 outdoor units)
can be controlled via 2 centralised remote controls in separate locations
ūū Group control (up and down buttons are added for group selection)
ūū Zone control
ūū Malfunction code display
ūū Max. wiring length 1,000 m (total : 2,000 m)
ūū Combination with unified ON/OFF control, schedule timer and BMS system
ūū Airflow volume and direction can be controlled individually for indoor units
in each group operation.
ūū Ventilation volume and mode can be controlled for Heat Reclaim Ventilation (VKM).
ūū Up to 4 ‘operation/stop’ pairs can be set per day by connecting a schedule timer.

DCS301B51

Unified on/off control - DCS301B51
Providing simultaneous and individual control on 16 groups of indoor units
ūū A maximum of 16 groups (128 air conditioning indoor and HRV units) can be controlled
ūū 2 remote controls in separate locations can be used
ūū Centralised control indication
ūū Maximum wiring length of 1,000m (total: 2,000m)

DST301B51

Schedule timer - DST301B51
Enabling 64 groups to be programmed
ūū A maximum of 128 air conditioning indoor and HRV units can be controlled
ūū 8 types of weekly schedule
ūū A maximum of 48 hours back-up power supply
ūū Maximum wiring length of 1,000m (total: 2,000m)

Number of HRV units that can be connected per system
Centralised remote control
Unified on/off control
Schedule timer
48

2 units
8 units
1 unit

Centralised control systems

System
Characteristics

System construction

Necessary
Accessories

Unified ON/OFF control DCS301B51
›› One controller can control the on/
off operation of 16 groups of units
collectively or individually

HRV

Indoor unit

Batch /
Individual
Control
System

DCS301B51
DST301B51

BRC1D52
BRC1E53A/B/C

BRC1D52
BRC1E53A/B/C

›› Up to 8 controllers can be installed
in one centralised transmission
line (in one system), which enables
control of up to 128 groups. (16
groups x 8 = 128 groups)
Schedule timer - DST301B51
›› One schedule timer can control the
weekly sche-dule of up to 128 units
›› HRV remote control can set
the individual operation of each
HRV unit

HRV

Indoor unit

›› Control system can be expanded
depending on its purposes by
combining a variety of centralised
control equipment

BRC1D52
BRC1E53A/B/C

Air
Conditioning
Interlocked

DCS301B51 or
DST301B51,
BRC1D52 or
BRC1E53A/B/C
If necessary:
DCS302C51

Centralised
Control System

Centralised remote control DCS302C51

Zone 1

›› The centralised remote control
provides settings and monitoring
functions and can control up to 128
VRV and HRV units.

Zone
Control
System

Indoor unit

HRV

DCS302C51
BRC1D52
BRC1E53A/B/C

BRC1D52
BRC1E53A/B/C

›› Control is possible in 3 different
patterns: individual, batch or zone
›› Multiple groups can be controlled
within the same zone

Zone 2

›› Multiple HRV units can be operated
independently

Indoor unit
BRC1D52
BRC1E53A/B/C

HRV

DCS302C51,
BRC1D52 or
BRC1E53A/B/C
If necessary:
DSC301B51 or
DST301B51

›› System without air condi-tioning
or HRV remote controls can be
constructed
›› Control system can be expanded
depending on requirements by
combining a variety of centralised
control systems
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For small to large commercial spaces Daikin offers
a range of R-410A inverter condensing units for use
in conjunction with air handling units. In situations
where Daikin commercial range ventilation units
cannot satisfy the ventilation requirement due to
building constraints (large atriums, banquet halls
etc), air handling units represent the ideal solution.
Air handling units provide large fresh air volumes
(>500 m/h) and high ESPs enabling the use of
extensive ductwork runs.
An air handler or air handling unit provides
a tailor-made solution for optimising air conditions
throughout multiple spaces. An air handler can be
customised to your building - with no installation
restrictions or design limitations - as air handler
units are based on a completely unique modular
design, so they can be sized (in increments of 1 cm)
to your exact requirements.
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Daikin

air handling units
Air handling unit applications
Air handling unit overview
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Why use VRV and ERQ condensing units
for connection to air handling units?
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In order to maximise installation flexibility,
4 types of control systems are offered
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VRV - for larger capacities (from 8 to 54HP)

56

ERQ - for smaller capacities (from 100 to 250 class)

57

Integration of VRV and ERQ in third party air handling units

58

Pair and multi application selection

59

Application examples

60
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Air handling unit applications

Air handling unit applications
Wide range of air flows

Professional

›› Pre-configured sizes
›› Tailored to the individual

For applications that require big volumes of treated
fresh air (large atriums, banquet halls, etc)
air handling units represent the ideal solution.
Daikin’s wide range of air handling units treat
air volumes from 500 m³/h up to 144,000 m³/h.
The air handling unit can be designed to deliver
whatever air flow you require, via the specific
dimensions of flow section available
at the installation.

customer

›› Modular construction

Energy

›› High-end solution for optimised

energy consumption

›› High efficiency components
›› Strong Return on Investment

Modular

›› Plug & play, with factory

mounted controls

›› Pre-configured sizes
›› EC Fan Technology
›› High Efficiency Heat Wheel
›› Compact Design

Air flow (m3/h x 1,000)

Professional
140

120

Energy
100

90

80

70

60

50

40

20

0
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750 m3/h
up to
144,000 m3/h

Modular
750 m /h
up to
100,000 m3/h
3

500m3/h
up to 25,000 m3/h

Dainkin fresh air package - plug & play

Pre-defined sizes

The D-AHU Modular series provide a complete solution including
unit control (EKEXV, EKEQ, DDC controller) factory mounted
and configured, plug & play with our VRV and ERQ condensing
units. The easiest solution as you save time and only
have one point of contact!

27 fixed sizes are available, optimised to reach the optimum
combination between value for money and manufacturing
standardisation. Daikin’s section by section design means
that units can be sized by 1cm increments and assembled on site,
without welding, to suit the space constraints of the installation.

Return on investment
The air handling unit (AHU) is critical to an effective climate control
system and the savings generated by our advanced designs and
operating efficiencies guarantee a rapid return on the investment
made. Our AHU Energy series has been designed to deliver
exceptional performance thus driving down the energy consumed
and so lowering energy bills. Taken over the expected 15-year
life-span of the equipment, this will result in a substantial saving,
especially in a time of ever increasing energy prices.

High efficiency components
All Daikin air handling units have been designed for optimum
energy efficiency. Polyurethane or Mineral wool panels guarantee
excellent thermal insulation performance. And the widest range of
filters are provided to meet even the most strict demands.
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Air handling unit applications

Why use VRV and ERQ condensing units for connection
to air handling units?
High Efficiency
Daikin heat pumps are renowned for their high
energy efficiency. Integrating the AHU with a heat
recovery system is even more effective since
an office system can frequently be in cooling mode

while the outdoor air is too cold to be brought
inside in an unconditioned state. In this case heat
from the offices is merely transferred to heat up
the cold incoming fresh air.

Outside air = 10°C

Fresh air supplied at 21°C.
The temperature difference with
the outdoor air is heated up for free
by heat recovery via A/C system

Indoor temperature 22°C,
needs cooling because of solar
radiation.
The excessive heat can be
transferred to the AHU.

Fast response to changing loads
resulting in high comfort levels
Daikin ERQ and VRV units respond rapidly
to fluctuations in supply air temperature, resulting
in a steady indoor temperature and resultant high
comfort levels for the end user. The ultimate is
the VRV range which improves comfort even more
by offering continuous heating, also during defrost.

Easy Design and Installation
The system is easy to design and install since
no additional water systems such as boilers,
tanks and gas connections etc. are required.
This also reduces both the total system investment
and running cost.

Daikin Fresh air package
VRV IV or ERQ
condensing unit

Factory fitted and welded
fresh air package

Electronic expansion
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valve

Control box

(EKEXV)

(EKEQ)

Flexible control possibilities for air handling units

In order to maximise installation flexibility,
4 types of control systems are offered
W control: Off the shelf control of air temperature (supply air
temperature, return air temperature, room temperature) via any
DDC controller, easy to setup
X control: Precise control of air temperature (supply air temperature,
return air temperature, room temperature) requiring
a preprogrammed DDC controller (for special applications)

1.

W control (TS/TR/TROOM control):

2.

Air temperature control via DDC controller
Room temperature is controlled as a function of the air handling
unit return air or supply air (customer selection). The DDC controller
is translating the temperature difference between set point
and return air temperature (or supply air temperature or room
temperature) into a proportional 0-10V signal which is transferred
to the Daikin control box (EKEQFCBA). This voltage modulates the
capacity requirements of the outdoor unit.

0-10V

TEXT
EXT

Control
boxbox:
Daikin
control
EKEQFCBA
EKEQFCBA

X control (TS/TR/TROOM control):

Precise air temperature control via DDC controller
Room temperature is controlled as a function of the air handling
unit return air or supply air (customer selection). The DDC controller
is translating the temperature difference between set point
and return air temperature (or supply air temperature or room
temperature) into a reference voltage (0-10V) which is transferred
to the Daikin control box (EKEQFCBA). This reference voltage will be
used as the main input value for the compressor
frequency control.

OR
OR

AHU
AHU

DDC
DDC

Z control: Control of air temperature (return air temperature, room
temperature) via Daikin control (no DDC controller needed)
Y control: Control of refrigerant (Te/Tc) temperature via Daikin
control (no DDC controller needed)

TTR
R

DDC
DDC

+

TE T

TTOA
OA

-

C

TS

0-10V

TEXT
EXT

Control
boxbox:
Daikin
control
EKEQFCBA
EKEQFCBA

S

4.

By fixed evaporating /condensing temperature
A fixed target evaporating or condensing temperature can be set
by the customer. In this case, room temperature is only indirectly
controlled. A Daikin wired remote control (BRC1D52 or BRC1E52A/B
- optional) have to be connected for initial set-up but not required
for operation.

TTEXT
EXT

Control box
EKEQFCBA

+
TE TC
-

TTS
S

TTROOM
ROOM

TR = Return air temperature

TEXT = Extraction air temperature

TE = Evaporating temperature

Option kit
EKEQFCBA

Possibility Z

EKEQDCB
EKFQMCBA*

C

S

Control your AHU just like a VRV indoor unit with 100% fresh air
Allows the possibility to control the AHU just like a VRV indoor
unit. Meaning temperature control will be focused on return air
temperature from the room into the AHU. Requires BRC1D52 or
BRC1E52A/B for operation. This the only control that allows
the combination of other indoor units to the AHU at the same time.
AHU

BRC1D*
BRC1D*
BRC1E*
BRC1E*

TEXT
EXT

Control box
box
Control
EKEQMCBA
(VRVIV)
IV)
EKEQMCBA (VRV
EKEQDCB (ERQ)
(ERQ)

TRR
+
TE T
C

TTOA
OA

OR
OR

TS = Supply air temperature

Possibility W
Possibility X
Possibility Y

-

TS

Z control (TR/TROOM control):

TTRR

TTOA
OA

R

TE T

TROOM
ROOM

Y control (TE/TC control):

BRC1D*
BRC1D*
BRC1E*
BRC1E*

TTR
+

TTOA
OA

TROOM
ROOM

3.

OR
OR

AHU
AHU

TOA = Outdoor air temperature

-

TS

TTROOM
ROOM

TROOM = Room air temperature

TC = Condensing temperature

Features
Off-the-shelf DDC controller that requires no pre-configuration
Pre-configured DDC controller required
Using fixed evaporating temperature, no set point can be set using remote control
Using Daikin infrared remote control BRC1D52 or BRC1E52A/B
Temperature control using return air temperature or room temperature (via remote sensor)

* EKEQMCB (for ’multi’ application)
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VRV- Air handling application

- for larger capacities (from 8 to 54HP)
An advanced solution for both pair and multi application
ūū Inverter controlled units
ūū Heat recovery, heat pump
ūū R-410A
ūū Control of room temperature via Daikin control
ūū Large range of expansion valve kits available
ūū BRC1E52A/B is used to set the set point temperature
(connected to the EKEQMCBA).
ūū Connectable to all VRV heat recovery and
heat pump systems

W, X, Y control for VRV IV heat pump

Z control for all VRV outdoor units

Refrigerant piping
F1-F2
other communication
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ERQ - Air handling application

ERQ - for smaller capacities
(from 100 to 250 class)

A basic fresh air solution for pair application
ūū Inverter controlled units
ūū Heat pump
ūū R-410A
ūū Wide range of expansion valve kits available
ūū Perfect for the Daikin Modular air handling unit
ERQ-AW1

The “Daikin Fresh Air Package” provides a complete Plug & Play Solution including
AHU, ERQ or VRV Condensing Unit and all unit control (EKEQ, EKEX, DDC controller)
factory mounted and configured. The easiest solution with only one point of contact.

Ventilation
ERQ
Capacity range
HP
Cooling capacity Nom.
kW
Heating capacity Nom.
kW
Power input
Cooling
Nom.
kW
Heating
Nom.
kW
EER
COP
Dimensions
Unit
mm
Weight
Unit
kg
Fan-Air flow rate Cooling
Nom.
m³/min
Heating
Nom.
m³/min
Sound power level Cooling
Nom.
dBA
Sound pressure Cooling
Nom.
dBA
Heating
Nom.
dBA
level
Operation range Cooling
Min./Max.
°CDB
Heating
Min./Max.
°CWB
On coil
Heating Min.
°CDB
°CDB
temperature Cooling Max.
Refrigerant
Type / GWP
Charge
kg/ TCO2Eq
Piping
Liquid
OD
mm
Gas
OD
mm
connections
Drain
OD
mm
Power supply
Phase/Frequency/Voltage
Hz/V
Current
Maximum fuse amps (MFA)
A

100AV1
4
11.2
12.5
2.81
2.74

Ventilation
ERQ
Capacity range
HP
Cooling capacity Nom.
kW
Heating capacity Nom.
kW
Power input
Cooling
Nom.
kW
Heating
Nom.
kW
EER
COP
Dimensions
Unit
mm
Weight
Unit
kg
Fan-Air flow rate Cooling
Nom.
m³/min
Heating
Nom.
m³/min
Sound power level Nom.
dBA
Sound pressure level Nom.
dBA
Operation range Cooling
Min./Max.
°CDB
Heating
Min./Max.
°CWB
On coil
Heating Min.
°CDB
°CDB
temperature Cooling Max.
Refrigerant
Type / GWP
Charge
kg/ TCO2Eq
Piping
Liquid
OD
mm
Gas
OD
mm
connections
Power supply
Phase/Frequency/Voltage
Hz/V
Current
Maximum fuse amps (MFA)
A

125AW1
5
14.0
16.0
3.52
4.00
3.98
4.00
1,680x635x765
159
95
95
72
54

125AV1
5
14.0
16.0
3.51
3.86

140AV1
6
15.5
18.0
4.53
4.57
3.42
3.94

3.99
4.56

4.15
1,345x900x320
120
106

102
66
50
52

105
67
51
53
-5/46
-20/15.5
10
35
R-410A / 2.087,5
4.0/8.4
9.52

69
53
55

15.9

19.1
26x3
1N~/50/220-240
32.0

6.2/12.9
15.9
16

200AW1
8
22.4
25.0
5.22
5.56
4.29
4.50

250AW1
10
28.0
31.5
7.42
7.70
3.77
4.09
1,680x930x765

187
171
171

240
185
185
78

57
-5/43
-20/15
10
35
R-410A / 2.087,5
7.7/16.1
9.52
19.1
3N~/50/400
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8.4/17.5
22.2
25
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Overview of expansion valves and control boxes

Integration of ERQ and VRV in third party air handling units
a wide range of expansion valve kits and control boxes

Combination table
Control box

ERQ100
1-phase ERQ125
ERQ140
ERQ125
3-phase ERQ200
ERQ250
VRV III
VRV IV H/P /
VRV IV W-series
VRV IV S-series
VRV IV H/R
VRV IV i-series
•
•
•
•

Expansion valve kit

EKEQDCB EKEQFCBA EKEQMCBA
Z control W,X,Y control Z control
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
n1

EKEXV50
n1

EKEXV63
P
P
P
n1

EKEXV80
P
P
P
P
n1

EKEXV100
P
P
P
P
P
n1

EKEXV125
P
P
P
P
P
P
n1

EKEXV140
P
P
P
P
P
n1

EKEXV200
P
P
n1

EKEXV250
P
P
n1

EKEXV400
n1

EKEXV500
n1

Mixed connection with
VRV indoor units

Not possible

Mandatory

-

P (1 -> 3)

n2

n2

n2

n2

n2

n2

n2

n2

n2

n2

n2

Possible (not
mandatory)

-

-

n1

n1

n1

n1

n1

n1

n1

n1

n1

n1

n1

Mandatory

P (pair application): combination depends on the capacity of the air handling unit
n1 (multi application) - Combination of AHUs and VRV DX indoors (mandatory). To determine the exact quantity please refer to the engineering data book.
n2 (multi application) - Combination of AHUs and VRV DX indoors (not mandatory). To determine the exact quantity please refer to the engineering data book.data book
Control box EKEQFA can be connected to some types of VRV IV outdoor units (with a maximum of 3 boxes per unit). Do not combine EKEQFA control boxes with VRV DX indoor units, RA indoor units or hydroboxes

Capacity table
Cooling
EKEXV Class
50
63
80
100
125
140
200
250
400
500

Heating
Allowed heat exchanger capacity (kW)
Minimum
5.0
6.3
7.9
10.0
12.4
15.5
17.7
24.7
35.4
49.6

Standard
5.6
7.1
9.0
11.2
14.0
16.0
22.4
28.0
45.0
56.0

Maximum
6.2
7.8
9.9
12.3
15.4
17.6
24.6
30.8
49.5
61.6

Saturated evaporating temperature: 6°C, SH: 5K
Air temperature: 27°C DB / 19°C WB

EKEXV Class
50
63
80
100
125
140
200
250
400
500

Allowed heat exchanger capacity (kW)
Minimum
5.6
7.1
8.9
11.2
13.9
17.4
19.9
27.8
39.8
55.1

Standard
6.3
8.0
10.0
12.5
16.0
18.0
25.0
31.5
50.0
63.0

Maximum
7.0
8.8
11.1
13.8
17.3
19.8
27.7
34.7
55.0
69.3

Saturated condensing temperature: 46°C, SC: 3K
Air temperature: 20°C DB

EKEXV - Expansion valve kit for air handling applications
Ventilation
Dimensions
Unit
Weight
Unit
Sound pressure level Nom.
Operation range On coil
Heating Min.
temperature Cooling Max.
Refrigerant
Type / GWP
Piping connections Liquid
OD

EKEXV
mm
kg
dBA
°CDB
°CDB
mm

50

63

6.35

80

100

125
140
401x215x78
2.9
45
10 (1)
35 (2)
R-410A / 2.087,5
9.52

200

250

400

500

12.7

15.9

(1) The temperature of the air entering the coil in heating mode can be reduced to -5°CDB. Contact your local dealer for more information. (2) 45% Relative humidity.

EKEQ - Control box for air handling applications
Ventilation
Application
Outdoor unit
Dimensions
Weight
Power supply

EKEQ

Unit
Unit
Phase/Frequency/Voltage

mm
kg
Hz/V

FCBA
See note
ERQ / VRV

DCB
Pair
ERQ
132x400x200

3.9

MCBA
Multi
VRV
3.6

1~/50/230

The combination of EKEQFCBA and ERQ is in pair application. The EKEQFCBA can be connected to some type of VRV IV outdoor units with a maximum of 3 control boxes. The combination with DX indoor units,
hydroboxes, RA outdoor units, ... is not allowed. Refer to the combination table drawing of the outdoor unit for details.
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Air handling application

Pair application selection
ūū the outdoor unit is connected to ONE COIL (with single circuit
or maximum 3 interlaced circuits) using up to 3 control boxes
ūū indoor unit combination is not allowed
ūū only works with X, W, Y control

Step 1: Required AHU capacity

Step 3: Control box selection

An AHU with double flow, heat recovery and 100% fresh air is to
be installed in Europe where the outdoor sizing temperature is 35
ºCDB and the target supply air temperature for fresh air is 25 ºCDB.
Load calculations point to a required capacity of 45kW.
By checking on the EKEXV capacity table, for cooling operation,
40kW falls within the 400 class valve. Since 40kW is not the nominal
capacity, a class adjustment has to be done. 40/45=0,89 and
0,89x400=356. So the capacity class of the expansion valve kit is
356.

In this particular case, the control will work with precise air
temperature control. Only W or X control allow this. Since the
consultant wants to use an “off-the-shelf” DDC module, the
EKEQFCBA box with W control allows easy set-up due to pre-set
factory values.

Application examples on page 60-61

Step 2: Outdoor unit selection
For this AHU, a VRV IV heat pump model with continuous heating is
going to be used (RYYQ-T series). For a capacity of 40kW at 35 ºCDB,
an outdoor of 14HP (RYYQ14T). The capacity class of the 14 HP
outdoor unit is 350.
Total connection ratio of the system is 356/350=102% hence it falls
within the range 90-110%.

Multi application selection
ūū the outdoor unit can be connected to MULTIPLE COILS
(and their control boxes)
ūū indoor units are also connectable but not mandatory
ūū only works with Z control

Step 1: Required AHU capacity

Step 3: Control box selection

An AHU with double flow, heat recovery and 100% fresh air is to
be installed in Europe where the outdoor sizing temperature is
35 ºCDB and the target supply air temperature for fresh air is 25
ºCDB. On top of this, for this building, 5 round-flow cassette units
FXFQ50A will also be connected to this OU.
Load calculations point to a required capacity of 20kW for the AHU
and 22,5 kW for the indoor untis.
By checking on the EKEXV capacity table, for cooling operation,
20kW falls within the 200 class valve. Since 22,4 kW is the nominal
capacity, a class adjustment has to be done. 20/22,4=0,89 and
0,89x200=178. So the capacity class of the expansion valve kit is
178. Total capacity class of the indoor unit system is 178+250=428

In this particular case, the only available control is Z control and the
combination of AHU and VRV DX indoor units requires EKEQMCBA
control box.

Application examples on page 62-63

Step 2: Outdoor unit selection
For this system where a AHU is connected with indoor units, it is
mandatory to use a heat recovery unit. By consulting the engineering databook for REYQ-T, the total required capacity of 42,5
kW requires a 16HP model REYQ16T. Which will deliver 45kW at the
design temperature of 35 ºCDB. This unit has a capacity class of 400.
Total connection ratio of the system is 428/400=107% hence it falls
within the range 50-110%.
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Air handling application

Pair application examples
Pair application layout #1: Example for W or X control with EKEQFCBA box

F1/F2
EKEQFCBA

Digital signal

EKEKXV*

Treturn

to steer EEV

Only for

OR

commissioning

Tsupply

0-10 V signal

Temperature sensor reading

From DDC to EKEQFCBA

input to DDC

RYYQ8T

>

RYYQ54T

RXYQ8T

>

RXYQ54T

RWEYQ8T8 >

RWEYQ30T8

ERQ100

ERQ250 1

>

DX coil

Outdoor unit compatibility

Connection restrictions
Connection Ratio VRV: between 90-110%

DX coil

(1) Only available in 1 to 1 combination

Connection Ratio ERQ: between 50-110%
CR=

Two control boxes connected
to Outdoor 1 to circuits 1
and 2 of coil A. Control box 3
connected to outdoor 2 and
circuit 3 of coil A.

Σ IU CC = Σ (CF x EKEXV CC)1-3
Σ OU CC
Σ OU CC

DX coil

CC is the capacity class

DX coil

CF is the correction factor
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More than 3 control boxes
connected to same outdoor

Two control boxes on coil A
(2 circuits) and another control
box on coil B (1 circuit).
Both connected to same
outdoor

Air handling application

Pair application layout #2: Example for Y control with EKEQFCBA box

F1/F2
EKEQFCBA

Digital signal

EKEKXV*

Treturn

to steer EEV

Only for
commissioning

Tsupply

Input signal from sensors

>

RYYQ54T

RXYQ8T

>

RXYQ54T

RWEYQ8T8 >

RWEYQ30T8

ERQ100

ERQ250 1

>

DX coil

Outdoor unit compatibility
RYYQ8T

Connection restrictions
Connection Ratio between 90-110%

OK

DX coil

(1) Only available in 1 to 1 combination

Connection Ratio ERQ: between 50-110%
CR=

More than 3 control boxes
connected to same outdoor

Two control boxes connected
to Outdoor 1 to circuits 1
and 2 of coil A. Control box 3
connected to outdoor 2 and
circuit 3 of coil A.

Σ IU CC = Σ (CF x EKEXV CC)1-3
Σ OU CC
Σ OU CC

CC is the capacity class

DX coil

OK

DX coil

CF is the correction factor

Two control boxes on coil A
(2 circuits) and another control
box on coil B (1 circuit).
Both connected to same
outdoor
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Air handling application

Multi application examples
Multi application layout #1: Example for Z control with EKEQMCBA box and no VRV indoor units

F1/F2

Mandatory

EKEQMCBA

EKEKXV*
Digital signal to steer EEV

OR

ROOM

KRCS01-1B

n control boxes
Input signal from sensors

OR

More than 3 control boxes
connected to same outdoor

RYYQ8T

>

RYYQ54T

RXYQ8T

>

RXYQ54T

RWEYQ8T8 >

OK

DX coil

Outdoor unit compatibility

RWEYQ30T8

EKEQMCBA control box
>

ERQ250 1

EKEQDCB control box
(1) Only available in 1 to 1 combination

OK

DX coil

ERQ100

Two control boxes connected
to Outdoor 1 to circuits 1
and 2 of coil A. Control box 3
connected to outdoor 2 and
circuit 3 of coil A.

Connection restrictions
Connection Ratio between 90-110%

Σ IU CC = Σ (CF x EKEXV CC)1-n
Σ OU CC
Σ OU CC

CF is the correction factor
CC is the capacity class
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OK

DX coil

CR=

DX coil

Connection Ratio ERQ: between 50-110%
Two control boxes on coil A
(2 circuits) and another control
box on coil B (1 circuit).
Both connected to same
outdoor

Air handling application

Multi application layout #2: Example for Z control with EKEQMCBA box and VRV indoor units

F1/F2

Mandatory

EKEQMCBA

EKEKXV*
Digital signal to steer EEV

OR

ROOM

KRCS01-1B

n control boxes

Input signal from sensors

OR

More than 3 control boxes
connected to same outdoor

Not mandatory to have VRV DX indoors:
RYYQ8T

>

RYYQ54T

RXYQ8T

>

RXYQ54T

RWEYQ8T8 >

OK

DX coil

Outdoor unit compatibility

RWEYQ30T8

REYQ8T

>

REYQ54T

Connection restrictions

OK

DX coil

Mandatory to have VRV DX indoors:

Two control boxes connected
to Outdoor 1 to circuits 1
and 2 of coil A. Control box 3
connected to outdoor 2 and
circuit 3 of coil A.

Connection Ratio between 50-110%

RULES:		 Σ EKEXV CC: 0-60% Σ IU CC: 50-110%
CF is the correction factor
CC is the capacity class

OK

DXcoil
coil
DX

Σ IU CC = Σ (CF x EKEXV CC)1-n
Σ OU CC
Σ OU CC

coil
DXDX
coil

CR=

Two control boxes on coil A
(2 circuits) and another control
box on coil B (1 circuit).
Both connected to same
outdoor
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Options &
accessories

FILTERS

VH ELECTRICAL HEATER FOR VAM

HIGH EFFICIENCY FILTERS
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Dust filters

VAM
150FC

VAM
250FC

VAM
350FC

VAM
500FC

VAM
650FC

VAM
800FC

VAM
1000FC

EN779 Medium M6

-

-

EKAFV50F6

EKAFV50F6

EKAFV80F6

EKAFV80F6

EKAFV100F6 EKAFV100F6 x2 EKAFV100F6 x2

-

-

-

EN779 Fine F7

-

-

EKAFV50F7

EKAFV50F7

EKAFV80F7

EKAFV80F7

EKAFV100F7 EKAFV100F7 x2 EKAFV100F7 x2

-

-

-

EN779 Fine F8

-

-

EKAFV50F8

EKAFV50F8

EKAFV80F8

EKAFV80F8

EKAFV100F8 EKAFV100F8 x2 EKAFV100F8 x2

-

-

-

Model name

-

-

-

KDDM24B50

KDDM24B100 KDDM24B100
x2
x2

-

Nominal pipe
Diameter (mm)

-

-

-

200

200

-

-

BRYMA65

BRYMA65

BRYMA65

VH1B

VH2B

VH2B

VH3B

VH3B

Silencer

CO2 sensor
VH electrical heater for VAM

Individual control systems
Wired remote control
VAM wired remote control

Centralised control systems

VAM
1500FC

KDDM24B100 KDDM24B100 KDDM24B100

VAM
2000FC

VKM
VKM
VKM
50GB(M) 80GB(M) 100GB(M)

KDDM24B100 KDDM24B100

250

250

250

250

-

250

250

BRYMA100

BRYMA100

BRYMA200

BRYMA200

BRYMA65

BRYMA100

BRYMA200

VH5B

VH5B

-

-

-

VH4B / VH4/AB VH4B / VH4/AB

VAM-FC

VKM-GB(M)

EKEQFCBA 2

EKEQDCB 2

EKEQMCBA 2

BRC1E52A/B / BRC1D52

BRC1E52A/B / BRC1D52

BRC1E52A/B / BRC1D52

BRC1E52A/B / BRC1D52 1

BRC1E52A/B / BRC1D52 1

BRC301B61

-

-

-

-

VAM-FC

VKM-GB(M)

EKEQFCBA 2

EKEQDCB 2

EKEQMCBA 2

Centralised remote control

DCS302C51

DCS302C51

-

-

-

Uniﬁed ON/OFF control

DCS301B51

DCS301B51

-

-

-

Schedule timer

DST301B51

DST301B51

-

-

-

DCC601A51

DCC601A51

DCC601A51

-

-

-

DCM601A51

DCM601A51

DCM601A51

DCM601A51

DCM601A51

Modbus DIII adapter

Intelligent Touch Manager

EKMBDXA7V1

EKMBDXA7V1

EKMBDXA7V1

EKMBDXA7V1

EKMBDXA7V1

BACnet interface

DMS502A51

DMS502A51

-

-

-

LonWorks interface

DMS504B51

DMS504B51

-

-

-

VAM150-250FC

VAM350-2000FC

VKM-GB(M)

EKEQFCBA 2

EKEQDCB 2

EKEQMCBA 2

Wiring adapter for electrical appendices
(note 7)

Others

KRP2A51

KRP2A51 (note 3)

BRP4A50A (note 4/5)

-

-

-

Adapter PCB for humidifier

KRP50-2

KRP1C4 (note 4/6)

BRP4A50A (note 4/5)

-

-

-

Adapter PCB for 3rd party heater

BRP4A50

BRP4A50A (note 4/5)

BRP4A50A (note 4/5)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

KRCS01-1

-

Remote sensor
Notes

(1) Cool/heat selector required for operation
(2) Unless otherwise specified DIII-net devices cannot be connected to the system
(3) Installation box KRP1BA101 needed.
(4) Fixing plate EKMPVAM additionally needed for VAM1500-2000FB.
(5) 3rd party heater and 3rd party humidifier cannot be combined
(6) Installation box KRP50-2A90 needed.
(7) For external control and monitoring (ON/OFF control, operation signal, error indication)

VH electrical heater for VAM
Supply voltage
Output current (maximum)
Temperature sensor
Temperature control range
Run on timer
Control fuse

220/250V ac 50/60 Hz. +/-10%
19A at 40°C (ambient)
5k ohms at 25°C (table 502 1T)
0 to 40°C / (0-10V 0-100%)
Adjustable from 1 to 2 minutes (factory set at 1.5 minutes)
20 X5 mm 250 m A

LED indicators

Power ON - Yellow
Heater ON - Red (solid or flashing, indicating pulsed control)
Airflow fault - Red

Mounting holes
Maximum ambient adjacent to terminal box
Auto high temp. cutout
Man. reset high temp. cutout
Run relay
BMS setpoint input

Vh electrical heater for vam
Capacity
Duct diameter
Connectable VAM

kW
mm

98mm X 181mm centres 5 mm ø holes
35°C (during operation)
100°C Pre-set
125°C Pre-set
1A 120V AC or 1A 24V DC
0-10VDC

vH1B

VH2B

VH3B

VH4B

VH4/AB

VH5B

1
100
VAM150FC
-

1
150
VAM250FC
VAM350FC

1
200
VAM500FC
VAM650FC

1.5
250
VAM800FC
VAM1000FC

2.5
250
VAM800FC
VAM1000FC

2.5
350
VAM1500FC
VAM2000FC
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Tools
and platforms
We’re here to help you!
Supporting tools 		
Commercial market - literature overview
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Tools and platforms

Supporting tools

www.daikineurope.com/
support-and-manuals/
software-downloads

Sales supporting apps
Solutions seasonal simulator, simulate
& compare
With this software tool you can simulate and
the seasonal efficiency, the annual power
consumption and CO2 emission for a given climate,
load profile (cooling, heating, heat recovery,
covalent, bivalent...) and combination of systems.
With its intuitive and graphical appealing interface,
a simulation, comparison and ROI calculation can be
made in a matter of minutes.

Xpress, Quick Quotation tool
Xpress is a software tool that allows creating on
the spot quotations for a Daikin VRV system.
It provides a result in 6 steps to enable a professional
budget quotation in the fastest possible way:
ūū Select indoor units
ūū Connect outdoor units to indoor units
ūū Automatic generation of piping diagram with joints
ūū Automatic generation of wiring diagram
ūū Select possible centralised control systems
ūū Visualise result in MS Word, MS Excel and AutoCAD

VRV Pro, Design tool

The VRV Pro selection program is a true VRV design
tool. The program enables VRV air conditioning
systems to be engineered in a precise and
economical way, taking into account the realtime
thermal properties of any building. By calculating
annual energy consumptions, it gives

68

the designer the possibility to make accurate
selections and get competitive quotations for each
project.
Moreover, it ensures optimum operating cycles and
maximum energy efficiency.

Tools and platforms

Ventilation Xpress
Selection tool for ventilation devices (VAM, VKM).
The selection is based on given supply/extract
airflows (including fresh up), and given ESP of
the supply/extract ducting:
ūū Determines size of electrical heaters
ūū Visualisation of psychrometric chart
ūū Visualisation of selected configuration
ūū Required field settings mentioned in the report
Clear overview of selection parameters

Visualisation of selected configuration

and possible Daikin solutions

ASTRA - AHU selection software
ASTRA is the powerful software that Daikin has
developed to offer a quick and comprehensive
service for the customer in order to make
the technical choice and the economic valorisation
of each AHU. It is a complete tool that can configure
any type of product and respond exactly
to the strictest design needs.
The result is a comprehensive economic offer
including all the technical data and drawings,
the psychrometric diagram with the relative air
treatment and the fans’ performance curves.

NEW Building Information Modelling

(BIM) support

ūū BIM is improving efficiency in the design
and built phase
ūū Daikin is among the first
to supply a full library of BIM objects
for its VRV products

ūū Download them at:

http://bimobject.com/en/
product/?freetext=daikin

E-data app
The Daikin E-data app contains an overview of all
Daikin Europe N.V. products that are available in your
country, in your own language. You can easily browse
the products to find the engineering data you need.

Only with iPad
2.0 or higher
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Tools and platforms

Commercial market - literature overview
for professional network
Solution
guides:

Hotel Solutions
Hotel solutions
for installers

Clear installer benefits why to
choose Daikin for a hotel

Heating - air conditioning - domestic hot water - cooling - ventilation - centralised control

15-217

Reference
books:

Product
profiles:

REFERENCE

C ATA LO G U E

C O M M E R C I A L A P P L I C AT I O N S

D-AHU Modular

VRV IV range
VRV IV
360° efficiency

Detailed VRV IV standards
and technologies benefits.
Main features and specs of
VRV IV product range

DAIKIN Air Handling Unit
Modular

VRV IV heat recovery, heat pump, replacement
and water cooled

› Compact

15-485

ventilation unit with heat recovery

15-206

Focus
topics:

Replacement
technology
for installers

The quick and quality way of upgrading R-22 and R-407C systems

Product
flyers:
Real time clock

Supports multiple languages

› Restrict some of all functions on the remote
control to void misuse in e.g. hotels, shops, offices

Other features

› English, German, French, Spanish, Italian,
Portuguese, Greek, Dutch, Russian, Turkish
and Polishr (BRC1E52A)

› Built-in back-up power. When a power failure occurs,
all settings remain stored up to 48 hours

› English, German, Czech, Croation, Hungarian,
Romanian, Slovenian, Bulgarian, Slovak, Serbian,
Albanian (BRC1E52B)

› Backlight display

User friendly
remote control
with contemporary
design

Specifications / Functions
Specifications

BRC1E52A / BRC1E52B

Dimensions (HxWxD)

3.120x120x19 mm40
Display size (HxW)

LCD

43.2x68.85 mm

Type

Full dot (160x255)

Colour

Fresh white

Cover for operation part

No

Max. wiring length

500m

Connectable indoor units

All VRV® and Sky Air® indoor units

Functions

BRC1E52A / BRC1E52B
Set sensor behavior

Energy saving
functions



Temperature range limit



Setback function



Off timer

Split, Sky Air, VRV, Chillers,
Refrigeration, Daikin Altherma

Detailed info on BRC1E53A/B/C remote control

Modbus
Interface

RTD modbus interface
Detailed info on RTD
controls and applications

RTD

English, German, Czech, Croation, Hungarian, Romanian, Slovenian, Bulgarian, Slovak, Serbian, Albanian


Real time clock with auto update to daylight saving time

Backlight



Contrast adjustment



Weekly schedule timer

3

Holiday function



Key lock



Access control Restrict menus
Restrict buttons
Memory

15-140



Room temperature display
Clock (time display)

Built-in back-up power

Each menu individually
Each button individually (ON/OFF, operation mode selector, temperature adjustment, fan speed / air flow direction)
When a power failure occurs, all settings remain stored up to 48 hours

› Easy to use: all main functions directly accessible
Daikin Europe N.V.

15-214

Clear installer benefits
why to choose Daikin for
technical cooling

Clear installer benefits
of VRV replacement
technology


English, German, French, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, Greek, Dutch, Russian, Turkish, Polishr

Help menu

Timer

Technical cooling

BRC1E52A/B



Set point auto reset
Multilingual display

Display

Replacement
Technology

Wired Remote Control

Possibility to individually restrict menu
functions/buttons

Real time clock with auto update to daylight saving
time

Details on compact
AHU range.

Naamloze Vennootschap Zandvoordestraat 300 · 8400 Oostende · Belgium · www.daikin.eu · BE 0412 120 336 · RPR Oostende (Responsible Editor)
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› Easy commissioning: intuitive interface for advanced
menu settings
› Optimise your air conditioning system by activating a
series of energy saving functions (temperature range
limit, setback function, off timer, …)

180 · 11/14
The present publication is drawn up by way of information only and does not constitute an offer binding upon
Daikin Europe N.V. Daikin Europe N.V. has compiled the content of this publication to the best of its knowledge. No
express or implied warranty is given for the completeness, accuracy, reliability or fitness for particular purpose of its
content and the products and services presented therein. Specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
Daikin Europe N.V. explicitly rejects any liability for any direct or indirect damage, in the broadest sense, arising from
or related to the use and/or interpretation of this publication. All content is copyrighted by Daikin Europe N.V.

› Keep track of your energy consumption with the
kWh indication showing an indicative electricity
consumption

The present publication supersedes ECPEN12-306. Printed on non-chlorinated paper.

Product
catalogues:

› Set up to 3 independent schedules, so the user can
easily change the schedule himself throughout the
year (e.g. summer, winter, mid-season)
› Real time clock with auto update to daylight saving
time

› When a power failure occurs all settings remain stored
up to 48 hours thanks to the built-in backup power

15-306

› Indoor unit control
via 0~10 volt, dry contact
or resistance contact

Your business is our concern

Detailed technical
information &
benefits on Sky Air/
Ventilation/Biddle
Air Curtain/Control
systems/AHU
15-114

Product portfolio

Sky Air

Sky Air product
portfolio

Overview of Sky air
product range

› Retail applications
› Hotel applications
› IT applications
› Heating interlock
› Alarm signal

15-308

VRV Catalogue

Sky Air Catalogue
Commercial catalogue 2015

Sky Air

Product
portfolios:

Integration of Daikin portfolio in BMS system via Modbus

› Supports multiple languages
› Possibility to individually restrict menu functions

Detailed
technical
information &
benefits of the
VRV total solution

Commercial catalogue 2015

VRV

Min running costs, max flexibility.
Fast installation, perfect comfort.

Ventilation
Product catalogue 2015
for installers

Fresh air for the residential and commercial sector
Heat reclaim ventilation and air handling applications

15-200

Ventilation
Catalogue

Detailed info on
Ventilation
products

15-203

VRV product portfolio
Product portfolio

VRV

Overview of VRV total
solution product range

Product Portfolio

Controls

Controls systems
portfolio

Overview of all Daikin
control systems

22

15-121
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15-301

Tools and platforms

for your customers
Green Buiding Solutions

Commercial Solutions
Commercial solutions
for small to large applications

Daikin offers solutions for
commercial applications

Green building
solutions

Clear building owner/investor
benefits why to choose Daikin
for a green building, with
emphasis on BREEAM

365-days climate comfort for every business

15-100
15-216

Sustainable design
with Daikin HVAC-R systems

Reference
catalogue

Hotel Solutions

Daikin commercial
and industrial
references

Hotel solutions
for hotel owners

Heating - air conditioning - hot water - ventilation - refrigeration - control

15-218

14-213

Intelligent Touch Manager
Control systems

Intelligent Touch
Manager

Keep looking
you’ll never find me

SPLIT, SKY AIR, VRV, CHILLERS

The phase-out period for
R-22 is over.

Act now!

Avoid loss of business and replace your air conditioning
system now!

15-207

Keep looking
you’ll never find me

Details on mini VRV IV heat pump
Cover van webshop halen
15-208

Compact VRV IV heat pumps
for residential and light commercial applications

Replacement technology

Clear building owner/investor
benefits of replacement
technology

15-215

Sky Air product leaflets
Concealed
floor standing
unit
FNQ-A, FXNQ-A

VRV product leaflets

Single page leaflet with the
main benefits and technical
specifications of each
individual Sky Air unit. Ideal for
quotations

Concealed
ceiling unit
with medium
ESP
FBQ-D, FXSQ-A

Home leave

Designed to be concealed in walls

Single page leaflet with the
main benefits and technical
specifications of each individual
VRV unit. Ideal for quotations

Optimum comfort guaranteed no matter the
length of ductwork or type of grilles

operation

Home leave

› Ideal for installation in offices, hotels and residential
applications
› Its low height enables the unit to fit perfectly beneath
a window

Details on VRV IV
heat pump for indoor
installation.

15-302

Mini Building Management System

Powerful mode

VRV IV S-series

VRV IV i-series

i

Detailed benefits of
Intelligent Touch Manager

VRV IV heat pumps for indoor installation

operation

Clear building owner/investor
benefits why to choose Daikin
for a hotel

› Discretely concealed in the wall, leaving only the
suction and discharge grilles visible
› Requires very little installation space as the depth is
only 200mm
› High ESP allows flexible installation

Powerful mode

Multi tenant (FXSQ)

Multi tenant
(FXNQ-A)

› Top efficiency in the market
› Automatic air flow adjustment function measures the
air volume and static pressure and adjusts it towards
the nominal air flow, whatever the length of duct,
making installation easier and guaranteeing comfort.
Moreover, the ESP can be changed via the wired
remote control to optimize the supply air volume
› Slimmest unit in class, only 245mm
› Discretely concealed in the ceiling: only the suction
and discharge grilles are visible
› Low sound level

› Medium external static pressure up to 150Pa facilitates
using flexible ducts of varying lengths
› Reduced energy consumption thanks to specially
developed DC fan motor
› Flexible installation, as the air suction direction can be
altered from rear to bottom suction
› Standard built-in drain pump increases flexibility and
installation speed
› No optional adapter needed for DIII-connection, link
your unit into the wider building management system

Cassette mini catalogue
Cassette
range

Giving overview of our cassette
unit product solutions

(incl. Round flow cassette FCQ(H)G-F/FXFQ-A,
Fully flat cassette FFQ-C/FXZQ-A, FUQ-C/
FXUQ-A, ACQ-C)

15-110

Concealed
ceiling units

Concealed ceiling unit
mini catalogue

Catalogue giving overview of our
concealed ceiling unit product
solutions

(incl. FDXS-F(9), FBQ-D, FDQ-C, FDQ-B, FXDQ-M9,
FXDQ-A, FXSQ-A, FXMQ-P7, FXMQ-MA)

15-106

Ceiling suspended, wall mounted, floor
standing units mini catalogue
Floor, wall &
ceiling range

Catalogue giving overview of our Ceiling
suspended, wall mounted and floor standing
product solutions.
(incl. FXHQ-A,FHQ-C, FXAQ-A, FAQ-C, FXNQ-A, FNQ-A,
FXLQ-P, FVQ-C)

15-101

Technical documentation:
Download all technical documentation such as engineering databooks, selection software, installation and
operation manuals and service manuals directly from our extranet: extranet.daikineurope.com
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